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1.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After going through this unit, learners will be able to understand


Meaning of Environment



Economic Growth & Environment



Economic Growth & Environment Degradation

1.1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years many economists have drawn attention to bring a close link between
environment and Economic development. The 20th century is regarded as the century of
development in science & technology with relation to economic growth. D H
Meadows, D L Meadows and R. Randers drew attention in their study’ the limits to
growth published in 1972. That there are a number of non renewable resources whose
present levels consumption are such that the known reserves will be exhausted in a
distance future. Many later studies also highlighted the danger of environmental
degradation. so to say the decimation of the environment through the over use of the
non renewable as well as the renewable resources of planets, in the name of
development & improvement in the life styles of the human population. The connection
between the environment and development are so tight that any attempt to untangle
them would only lead to illogical conclusion & counterproductive solution of
developed & under developed countries. According to word development report 1992
environmental problems can undermine the goals of development in two ways. First
environmental quality- water that is safe and plentiful and air that is healthy- is itself
part of the improvement in welfare that development attempts to bring. If the benefits
from rising income are offset by the cost imposed on health & quality of life by
pollution. This cannot be called development. Second environmental damage can
undermine future productivity, soils that are degraded aquifers that are depleted, and
eco systems that are destroyed in the name of the raising income today can jeoparadise
the prospects for earning income tomorrow”. Therefore environmental program is fully
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attached with economic development of the country & finally with the world. In this
context economists define the concept of sustainable development. It was defined
clearly in the Brutland report our common future (1987) in the following words.
‘Sustainable development seeks to meet the needs and aspirations of the present
without compromising the ability of future generation to meet their own needs.
Sustainable development can be achieved if the environment is conserved and
improved. Therefore a development path is sustainable’ if and only the stock of overall
capital assets remain constant or rise over time”. It means it is necessary to keep the
natural capital stock at a constant level. In basic term, “the environment should not be
degraded further but improvement will be welcome”.

1.2 MEANING OF ENVIRONMENT
Environment is a French word “Environer” means to surround. It includes water, air,
land and their inter relationship with the human beings, other living creatures, plants
and micro organisms. Human being gets survival benefits in the form of materials,
energy, and absorbing waste product. It is called natural history called ecology. The
environment in which we live gets affected by the activities of man. Environmental
science encompasses atmosphere, hydrosphere, geosphere and biosphere. Atmosphere
is the air surrounding the earth. Hydrosphere takes earth water. 75% of earth is water
and we are concerned with activities of man with surface or ground water. Geosphere
contributes solid earth and soil. The biosphere is region in which the earth is stationed.
It is a place of residence for biotic or living organism.
The services of environment are used by production and house hold sector in an
economy. These include minerals such as coal, petroleum and ores. Those can be
processed into metals/metal alloys. Other resources include plant, soil, and water
components use directly in the production processes. Life supporting services are also
provided by environment. These are clean air, water and food etc.
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1.3 ECONOMIC GROWTH & ENVIRONMENT
Different approaches have been development for environmental degradation that will
affect economic growth and socio economic activities of the people. Classical school
considers environment as free goods. But society has over used the natural resources,
leading to environmental degradation. Malthus, JS Mill, Harbert Gimits, Robbins had
given their views and opined that over burden on natural resources will degrade the
environment. As human life is destined to be miserable. Marx has also given the view
that natural environment is polluted by installing more machines by capitalists. He told
that application of machines in broad scale leads to man’s exploitation of nature in his
own interests.
Fingels has expressed his views on economic growth and environmental crisis. In an
essay entitled “The part played by the labour in the transition from ape to man”, he has
expressed his views thus “let us not, however, fatters our selves over much on account
of our human victories over nature. For earth such victory nature takes its revenge on
us. We are reminded that we by no means rule over nature, like someone standing
outside nature, but that we belong to nature”.
In this way different approaches have been developed and explained about the
environmental degradation. “K.E. Bolding argued that earth’s environmental resources
should be viewed as essential irreplaceable social capital at the main purpose of
economic activity should be to conserve this stock of natural capital intake for future
generations. To put it precisely, environment is the resources potential on which
mankind depends and development consists of transforming elements of environment
into resources”.
The technological approach to environment emphasizes the link between the nature of
technological change that has taken place and its environment implications. Barry
Commoner believes that pollution tends to become intensified by the change of
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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technology from old to new one in the production process where business firms try to
maximize profit. The cost of environmental degradation is chiefly born not by the
producer but by the society as a whole in the form of externalities. He also concludes
that the post war technology transformation of productive activities is the main reason
for the present environmental crisis. Therefore he also suggested that we must try to
develop new technology that supports the ecological balance in the society.
Huber also considers ecological modernization in place of technological change.
Ecological modernization refers to a process of an ecological switch over to
industrialization process. It is a way out of the environmental crisis. Accordingly crisis
can be averted by adopting cleaner technologies.
Dr. M.K. Tolba lays emphasis of socio economic approach. According to him “we may
now look upon environment as the stock of physical or social resources available at
given time for the satisfaction of human needs, and upon development as a process
pursued by all societies with the aim of increasing human well being. Thus the ultimate
purpose of both environment and development policies is the enhancement of the
quality of life, beginning with the satisfaction of the basic human needs”.
Therefore almost all economists argued that developed and developing countries should
adopt environmentally sound technologies in relation to its natural resources of soil,
water, plant, animal life, and should avoid the destruction of resource based.
Economists like Malthus, Ricardo, Mill, Galbraith, Bolding, Commoner etc. have
voiced their concern about the harmful effects of economic growth on environment.
According to them economics growth has produced pollution and wasteful
consumption which hampers human happiness. It is the right time to review economic
growth as it has negatively affected the quality of life, pollution of environment waste
of natural resources and it fails to solve socio economic problem. Later Brown has
pointed out at the present stage of economic growth and opined that economic benefits
are out weighted by the costs. These costs are rapid depletion of natural resources,
urban problems like congestion, noise pollution.
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1.4

ECONOMIC
GROWTH
DEGRADATION

AND

ENVIROMENTAL

Almost all developed and developing countries are facing environmental damage that is
affecting the all living beings of the world. World development report 1992 divides the
environmental damages into seven categories as water pollution and water scarcity, air
pollution, solid and hazardous, waste, soil degradation, deforestation, lost of bio
diversity and atmospheric changes.
i)

WATER POLLUTION

It occurs due to physical, biological or chemical change which degrades the water
quality, creating polluted water. Water being a universal solvent can dissolve various
types of substances in it. For this property, contamination of water is inevitable. The
water quality of UDCS is deteriorating day by day due to a number of factors. The
major human generated sources of water pollution are sewage, garbage, and refuse,
industrial and agricultural waste like fertilizer and prestisige. These wastes pose a threat
to the health risks of human being as many people who compelled to drink and wash in
untreated water from rivers and ponds. These pollutants are hard to remove from
drinking water with standard purification facilities. The capacity of rivers to support
aquatic life is decreased. Not only surface water near town and cities has become
increasingly polluted over the years even ground water has become contaminated as a
result of seepage from improper use and heavy disposal of heavy metals, synthetic
chemical, and other hazardous wastes. In some towns contamination occurs because of
lake of see wage system or poor maintenance of septic tanks. In agriculture, as the use
of chemical inputs (Fertilizer and Pesticide) is increasing day by day along with
irrigation, that chemical often reaches in to ground water.
SUSTAINABLE WATER MANAGEMENT.
Water pollution is in worst condition in developing countries now. It is necessary to
take steps to reduce adverse impact on fresh water, so that water will have good impact
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on the society and efficient use can possible. So that fundamental strategy in
sustainable water management is to integrate water management goals into physical,
social and economic planning. Therefore it includes agriculture management, overall
land use planning, forest resource utilization, protection coastal zones, and marine
environment from land based activities. All these will cooperate planners in achieving
more efficient water use. In this regard it needs water conservation strategy, Rain water
harvesting strategy, proper irrigation management, perfect watershed system, wetland
preservation system and establishment of effluent treatment plan (ETP) and not only
these steps are to be taken but also community participation for pure water is urgently
required. Community involvement in the construction, operation, maintenance and
funding water system should strengthen the village system in particular. On the other
hand awareness programme will also effective to realize the water pollution and
scarcity of water can be realized by the people and consequently takes steps to conserve
it.
ii)

AIR POLLUTION

Air pollution is the present harmful substances in the atmosphere, emitted by various
sources like industries and motor vehicles, suspended particular matters and lead etc.
The substances may visible or invisible. Particles or gases that are not part of natural
composition of air. Air contains natural gases water droplets particles and chemicals
aided by human beings. These substances react with each other to form different
compounds that may pollute air. To stay alive the average adult human exchanges
about six times more amount of gases per day as compared to daily consumption of
food and water. This is the reason for which air quality is important to us. For most
living being oxygen is the immediate requirement from the environment. We can live
for the day without food or water but not possible to survive without oxygen for few
minutes. Any significant changes in the normal composition of air are harmful. We
know that carbon dioxide is essential requirement in the environment for green plants to
make their food. However, if its concentration increases beyond the limits, the air
becomes polluted and toxic.
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DIFFERENT TYPE OF AIR POLLUTION ARE BEING CATEGORISED FOR
NATURAL POLLUTANTS:
These pollutants are release from natural resources or as a result of natural activity. For
examples: Pollens and Volatile organic compounds from plants, gases like sulphur
dioxide, hydrogen sulphide etc. from volcanic eruptions and decay of organic materials,
particles from wild fires and sea, natural radio activity etc. But natural emissions are
too low in concentration and do not do too much serious damage.
Primary Pollutants:
These pollutants are emitted directly in to the air as a result of natural or human
activities. For example: Sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxide, carbon dioxide, carbon
monoxide, hydro carbons and fuel burning particles. Secondary pollutants - these come
as a result of chemical reaction between primary pollutants and normal atmospheric
compounds under the influence of electromagnetic radiation from the sun. For example:
the primary polluted sulphur dioxide (SO2) reacts with oxide (o2) in the atmosphere to
form sulphur trioxide (SO3) a second polluted. Sulphur trioxide further reacts with
water vapour to form another secondary pollutant sulphuric acid (H2SO4) which is a
component of acid rain. Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) also creates air pollution when NO2
absorbs ultra violate radiation that reaches earth’s surface. In addition to those
pollutants others come in different forms. Those are natural sources of pollution such as
forest fire, dust storm etc. man made sources in the form of pollution due to industries,
pollution by vehicles, old method of cooking agricultural activities and mining
activities and thermal power station. Other activities like cigarette smoking, burnings of
heaps, of social wastes, air condition appliances, diesel generation sets and construction
activities etc. are also responsible for air pollution.
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EFFECTS OF AIR POLLUTIONS.
Air Pollution causes adverse effects on human health. Apart from human beings
vegetation and plants also get severely affected on exposure to polluted atmosphere.
Animals are also severally affected by air pollution. The problem is that as the
economic growth picks up in developing countries, the different pollutant components
are likely to increase resulting in more air pollution for the further years to come. Let us
take in to the account one by one.
Suspended Particulars Matter:
One fifth of humanity is exposed to unsafe levels of urban air pollution and is faced
with the threat of serious respiratory disorders and cancers as per WHO report. It has
been estimated that if unhealthy levels of SPM were brought down to annual average
level, WHO considers safe, between 30000 and 700000 premature death a year could
be averted in the developing countries.
Lead: High levels of lead primarily from vehicle emissions have been identified as the
greatest environmental damage in a number of large cities in the developing world. It
affects much to the children having neurological problem including lower IQ and
agility. In adults the consequences include risks of higher blood pressure and higher
heart attacks, strokes and finally death. For example in Bangkok, excessive exposes
causes 200000 – 500000 cases of hyper tension, resulting in up to 400 deaths per year.
INDOOR AIR POLLUTION
Poor household in developing countries in rural area cook food by wood, straw, dung
which create acute respiratory infection, that creates 4 millions death annually among
infants and children. Recurring activities of such infection lead to permanent lung
damage by showing chronic bron chitis and emphysema. Therefore sufferings can be
minimized and deaths can be avoided if the locals, industrial workers and health
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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personnel are educated about the nature of hazardous effect of air pollution. So that
they can take the steps for handling the situation. But it is the utter failure of both
internal and external work force and machinery that causes deaths and sufferings of the
magnitude.
Some measures can be taken to reduce air pollution as, plantation of trees, alternative
sources of energy, refined natural gas, shifting of industries, pollution check of
vehicles, environmental impact assessment and strict rules and regulations to control
pollutions.
iii)

NOISE POLLUTION

Generally sound and noise are being treated synonymous, still noise is treated as
unwanted sound. When it will be dumped into the atmosphere it will have adverse
effect. According to encyclopaedia Britannica noise pollution means “in acourtics noise
is defined as any undesired sound.” According to this definition noise is a mixture of
many tones combined in a non-musical manner.
There are two main sources of noise pollution: Industrial Sources & Non-Industrial
Sources
Industrial Sources take in to account noise for various industries operating around
cities. Most of the major industries run with heavy machineries and produce with
higher intensity. Non-industrial soruces include sound of loud speaker in different
ceremonial occasions, domestic appliances like coolers, water pumps, food mixture
etc., means of transport and other causes like agricultural devices used in agricultural
fields. Noise is also generated from TV, Radio, and Tape Recorder etc.
Noise pollution has many ill effects on living as well non living things. Continuous
Exposer to the higher level of noise causes permanent hearing loss in the industrial
areas. It also reduces human efficiency to do work. There are a number of studies which
point out that human efficiency increases with noise reduction. It has been observed
that noise is a source of psychological stress. It is also a fact that precision and accuracy
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is affected resulting in a poor quality of work under such noisy atmosphere. It has also
undesirable psychological reaction like irritation, nervousness and fatigue.
Noise has harmful effect on non living materials too. For example: old places and even
newly constructed building have developed cracks under stress of explosive sound.
Some of the recent studies have revealed that noise effect on human health such as
cardio vascular diseases, hyper tension, sleep disruption and some time lead to accident.
Some measures are to be taken to control noise pollution but that depends on the nature
of sources, kind and intensity of sound.They are:

iv)



Use of silent devises.



Proper traffic management.



Public awareness.
SOIL / LAND POLLUTION

Soil is a unique and complex medium that supports an amazing and diverse variety of
life, including the human civilization. Land is used by man in multiple and overlapping
ways, the most essential one being for food production, supporting water resources
(including irrigation channels) and forest as pastures and grass lands, settlement for
industrial and commercial purposes and in transportation. Soil provides us the basic
necessity of life like food, shelter and clothing. The vital source is that soil is only six
inches deep on the land surface throughout.
Soil or land pollution can be defined as the changes in physical, chemical and
biological conditions of the soil. Through man’s intervention / misuse of land and
hence resulting in degradation in quality and productivity of soil. Population growth,
rapid industrialization, urbanization and various development activities have
contributed directly or indirectly in affecting the quality of these very slow generating,
precious natural resources. Now a day’s demand for land use is increasing for various
good activities, by the by the resources also are not spared by abuse use. For example:
solid waste, domestic, industrial, agricultural, construction, engineering, bio medical
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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waste, find on land particularly soil as their ultimate destination. Kitchen wastes
including fruit and vegetable, rags, packing materials, food left over’s, house sweeping,
glass, waste paper, plastics etc. are dumped in the low lying areas at the waste disposal
site in urban and rural areas which make these sites extremely unhygienic and
hazardous. This is also one aspect of lowering the quality of soil/land.
The other aspect of soil degradation may in the form of unnatural loss or alternation in
soil that makes less productive or useable than what it was before the change. This
includes reduction in soil humus due to non replenishment of soil with organic matter,
salt accumulation on the soil surface due to irrigation, and water logging all these
degrade the soil. Soil erosion often removes the soil surface which is the most fertile
portion of any block of soil. In addition, deposition of sediments like clays, sands, or
rock materials on good soil also lowers the quality of that soil. Soil erosion often results
in the formation of gullies and ravines which make the land unsuitable for agricultural
production.
Another dimension of soil degradation is anomalous building up of concentration of
certain chemical elements in soil, particularly the toxic ones. Some of the most toxic
are mercury, lead, cardamom, copper, nickel and cobalt. The first three are particularly
toxic to higher animals. The last three are more toxic to plant than animals and are
termed as phototoxic.
Another critical aspect of soil / land degradation is the loss of bio diversity. Natural
flora and fauna are destroyed due to cutting of vast areas of forest as land is required to
fulfil the agricultural and development needs, desires and greed of ever growing
population. According to international union for conservation of nature (IUCN) it is
estimated that by the year 2050 up to 50000 plants species will become extinct or
threatened. Presently about 4500 animal species and 20000 plant species are considered
by the scientists to be threatened.
In this regard different steps are to be taken to reduce soil pollution as
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Adoption of sustainable agricultural technique such as:


It emphasizes on rational use of organic manure. The garbage produce should be
burnt in closed chambers.



Identification of land planning units for determining land use options, potential
long term economic returns, nutrient inputs and outputs and an environmental
impact.



Implementation of afforestation programme immensely.



Sustainable waste management:



It takes the following steps:



Industrial wastes should be recycled.



Debris and wastes left after mining should be refilled in old at abandoned
mines.

v)



Composition of bio degradable materials should be done.



Public awareness has to be created.
THERMAL POLLUTION.

Thermal pollution occurs when the temperature of water body or air in the atmosphere
are raised or lower and subsequently deviate from normal levels. Water temperatures
are normally stable than the air temperature so problems arise for aquatic organism due
to sudden changes in temperature. If temperature of tropical oceans is lowered by 1
degree the environment can become lethal to some corals and other reef species.
Raising water temperature can have similar effect on sensitive organism. So thermal
pollution is the accumulation of unwanted heat energy released in the water body like
river, lakes etc. Natural causes such as forest fire and volcanoes release sudden heat to
the environment. Human causes of thermal pollution are altering of vegetation cover as
well as discharging of heated water from steam generators.
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Let us discuss the sources of thermal pollution.
Working of thermal stations:
Thermal stations are the major supplier of power to countries. But these power stations
are contributing enormous environmental degradation problem due to the poor quality
of coal in UDCS. Discharge from thermal power plant includes solid pollutants like
suspended particular matters (SPM), oxide of sulphur, and carbon dioxide of sulphur
and nitrogen. When these will mix up with air and moisture they will form sulphuric
nitric acid and may create the formation of acid rain under certain adverse condition.
Nuclear power station.
Nuclear power station use water for cooling purposes of nuclear reactors and thermal
power station also use large quantities of cooled water. Eventually this water gets
heated and is released, so that water body changes its temperature as well as
concentration of dissolved oxygen in the water body because oxygen is less soluble in
warm waters. It will raise the temperature of different water sources.
Industrial Power Waste.
Similarly industries generating electricity require huge amount of cooling water to
remove heat. Industries release gases and high ash content. They not only create ash
disposal problems but also cause many hazardous diseases like asthma and TB etc.
Effects of Thermal Pollution:
Changes in temperature affect aquatic life. Plant and animals. It is estimated that a rise
3.6 degree c in earth temperature would make ice caps to melt in Antarctic & Arctic.
Reduces the dissolved oxygen content of water:
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Influences a harmful effect on reproductive cycle, digestive system, respiratory system,
enzymatic activities of living organisms.


It favours the growth of certain bacteria and pathogens.



The composition of flora and fauna changes because of the species sensitive to
increased temperature due to thermal shocks.



Many species may move toward suitable temperature areas to avoid hot
conditions.

Measure to control thermal pollution.
The following measures are suggested to control thermal pollution.


To control thermal pollution, factories and power plants should make their own
cooling towers and spray ponds. This way the water can be used again and again
and thermal pollution can be checked.



Alternative sources of energy should be used.



Minimize the use of electricity so that nuclear and thermal power plants can use
less amount of water.



Proper techniques should be used in the industrial sectors which will reduce the
generation of hot water.



There should be complete ban on the discharge of hot water directly in to the
different water sources.

DEFORESTATION:
Deforestation means permanent removal or destruction of indigenous forests. Removal
of all trees & conversion of the land to agricultural/ grazing land, building eroded
barrens or other nontrade conditions is called deforestation. Removing or killing all
trees either by natural or human disturbances is not considered deforestation if the area
grows back to trees. It has been roughly estimated that the indigenous forest cover
constitutes 21% of the earth’s surface. The major concern is that the rate of
deforestation is too high i.e. currently 12 million hectares of forests are cleared
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annually. It has been predicted that if deforestation continues at this rate all the most
tropical forests could be lost by the year 2050 except for isolated areas in the Amazon
& the Zaire Basin as well as a few protected areas within reserves & parks. In India
forests cover 24.56% of the total geographical areas in 2021-2022.However, it is
assessed that India needs 33% of its area to meet the ecological and economic needs. In
India, 5.3 million hectares of forest land (about 7% of total land area) is estimated to
have been diverted to such other uses as agriculture, river valley project, mining,
industries, township, roads etc. The forest (conservation) Act 1980 slowed down the
process of diversion of forest land to other uses in India.
Many factors are responsible for the over exploitation of forest resources in the world.
They are high growth rate of population, poverty, urbanisation infrastructural activities,
and increase in mining activities &change in the life style of the people.
Causes of Deforestation:
Timber extraction is one of the major causes of deforestation. It constitutes about50%
of total wood extraction from the forest. Most of the developing countries are affected
out of it.
Rapid industrialisation leads to deforestation due to demand of fossil fuels &minerals.
So uncontrolled & mismanagement mining are responsible for deforestation.
Dams& Hydro electric projects submerge forests, displaces local people &cause water
logging. For example Narmada valley project has destroyed and submerged about
40000 hectares of land in Gujarat.
High growth rate of population & urbanisation in Asia &Africa are the resources of
deforestation. It will increase pressure on forests, creating deforestation in some
regions.
Poverty is another cause behind increased rate of deforestation.
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Land deforested by poorly managed agriculture or grazing activities in arid, erosive, or
otherwise sensitive conditions can result in depletion of soil structure, so that forest
cannot be created again.
As regions develop, deforestation increases due to building construction in urban areas
by cleaning forest. There will be construction of roads, reservoirs &similar structures
by cleaning trees. The local deforestation can be threatened or caused extinction of
species that occupy the specific areas & eco system being deforested.
Shipment of wood (in the form of timber product) from UDCs to DCs creates
deforestation of UDCs. However, it may affect the forest composition, the wood quality
& the socio economic conditions of the exporting countries& indirectly affect towards
deforestation.
Industrial chemical pollutants released into air & water can destroy trees & soil
organism, thus causing deforestation.
Consequences of Deforestation:


Habitat destruction of wild animals



Increased soil erosion due to reduction of vegetation cover



Reduction in the oxygen liberated by plants through photosynthesis.



Increase in pollution due to burning of wood



Decrease in availability in forest products



Loss of plant, animal &microbial diversity



Scarcity of fuel wood& deterioration in the economy and & quality of life of
people near forest



Lowering of the water table due to more run off & resultant increased use of
the underground water



Rise in carbon dioxide level in the air due to burning of vegetation has caused
global warming resulting in melting of ice caps & glacier & consequent
flooding of coastal areas.
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Deforestation affects production & subsistence system in rural areas. It reduces
agricultural productivity, decrease the food availability income & employment.



Deforestation results a loss of productivity& thus reduced ability to grow many
useful products. Moreover, it eliminates diversity of some species through
harvesting & indirectly through destruction of habitats. It eliminates a forested
species habitat or part of the habitat of species that uses both forest and non
forest areas. Further it can interrupt the migration routes of other species that
travel through forests.

Climate change & biodiversity losses in turn, affect the production of fibre and
wood. Both change in temperature & rainfall & increase in atmospheric concentration
of carbon dioxide can affect forest growth & productivity.

Suggestions to reduce deforestation:
It needs to take care to the forestation. Forests are of immense value in protecting
environment. They provide a livelihood and cultural integrity for forest dwellers
habitats for a wealth of plants &animals. Forests protects & enriches soil provides
natural regulation of hydrologic cycle, affects local & regional climate through
evaporation, influence watershed flows of surface and evaporation, influences
watershed flows of surface and ground water & help to stabilise the global climate.
Therefore forest plays a useful role in preserving the ecological & environmental
balance& in maintaining the biodiversity and eco system fruitful. For all these it is
necessary for proper forest management on the basis of afforestation & collective
participation.
Afforestation means creation of forest by large scale plantation. A growing tree is a
living symbol of progressive nation. Afforestation plays a vital role in environmental
protection. People are yet to understand planting trees outside forest and the impact of
that plantation outside forest. The dispersed tree plantation makes an ever increasing
Odisha State Open University, Sambalpur
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contribution to environment well being, apart from meeting local demands of tree
products. Trees are helpful to the society in many ways like shelter place, field fencing,
field boundary etc and trees have positive effect on agricultural productivity. Plantation
reduces dryness and wind erosion, adds to fertility by recycling nutrients in the deeper
zones of soil, and improves the structure of the soil by adding organic matter.
Moreover, tree planting by individual has great potential than public plantation
programme. because private initiative is always more effective, sustained & careful
pursued method of ushering in a change.
Government has also taken initiative for afforestation such as urban forestry, social
forestry (or joint forest management) and collective participatory forest management
programme.
Social forestry is a concept, a programme& a mission which aims ensuring or providing
ecological, economic and social security to the people, particularly to the rural masses
and tribals. It takes into the use of community land, individual holdings and other
public lands. It aims at mixed production system of wood, fibre, fodder, grass, fruits
and other raw materials for self consumption& cottage industries.
Some of the unique features of social forestry are


It aims to meet the local needs.



It makes involvement& participation of beneficiaries obligatory.



Social forestry takes to adopt overlapping & multiple use of land.



It takes decentralised activities in plantation of trees Technology used in social
forestry is on the understanding of rural people &on the basis technology will be
implemented.



Equitable distribution of benefits to the economically & socially backward
people has top most priority in social forestry.
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Therefore social forestry is considered as a supporting forest production system in
tropical countries. It serves as a buffer between the people and the commercial forests.
It is a grass root level programme as it takes in to account people’s participation in
protecting forest. Government has also issued new guidelines in 1990 where national
forest policy act (1988) supports various measures to protect forest. More than 21000
committees have been formed to protect forests.

1.5 LET US SUM UP

However activities have resulted in changes in the environment since early times. The
growing world population and resource consumption is leading to environment stress
through degradation of environment having impact all over the world.
Most environment issues are related to interaction between human population and
natural resources or factors associated with the increasing population. However the
environmental issues and concern of developed and developing countries differ.
Priority environmental issues identified by India are in the areas of poverty eradication,
education and health care, land degradation, air pollution, lost of bio diversity, water
pollution, hazardous waste material, deforestation etc. These environment challenges
arise out of development activities &the biggest challenge is to implement development
activities that lead to greater equity, growth and sustainability.
Different environmental degradations have been discussed and their impacts as well as
suggestions have also been discussed.
The mentioned pollutants affect the human and other life forms directly or indirectly by
causing damage to materials and crops. Persistency pollutants such as heavy metals &
persistent organic compound enter the food chain, get biomagnified at the higher levels
of food chain and eventually reach the human beings, causing a variety of health
problems. Public awareness of the causes & problems caused by pollution and active
involvement of individuals & communities, apart from strict environment law and their
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implementations are essential to control environmental pollution. Uses of eco friendly
technologies are required to have effectiveness in checking the problems of pollution.

1.6 MODEL QUESTIONS
Q1.What do you mean by environment?
Q2.What do you mean by environmental degradation?
Q3. Write in 100 words about water pollution?
Q4. What are the pollutants of air?
Q5. What do you mean by deforestation?
Q6. Discuss the cause and consequences of deforestation?

1.7 KEY WORDS
Degradation:

Causing the condition of something to
become worse.

Renewable:

That can be continued or replaced with a
new one for another period of time.

Non-Renewable:

That cannot be replaced after use.

Geosphere:

Solid part of Earth.

Depletion:

A reduction in something or the act of
reducing it.

1.8 ANSWERS TO MODEL QUESTIONS
Q1. See at Page No-03
Q2. See Page No-06
Q3. See Page No- 06 & 07
Q4. See Page No-07 to 08
Q5. See Page No-14
Q6. See Page No-14 & 15
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UNIT -2 ENVIRONMENT AND RESOURCES
Structure:
2.0 Learning Objective
2.1 Introduction
2.2 Management of Resources: Issue and Concern
2.2.1 Air
2.2.2 Water
2.2.3 Land/Soil
2.2.4 Energy
2.2.5 Non Conventional Sources
2.2.6 Conventional Sources
2.2.7 Biological Resources
2.3 Let us Sum up
2.4 Model Questions
2.5 Key words
2.6 Answers to Model Questions
2.7 References
2.8 Text Books
2.9 References Books

2.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVE
After going through this unit, learners will be able to understand


Management of Resources: Issue and Concern



Difference between Conventional and Non-conventional Sources



Concept of Biological Resources
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2.1 INTRODUCTION
Basic human needs are fulfilled by materials provided by nature itself. These are air,
water, soil, minerals, coal, petroleum, animals& plants. These stocks of nature are
useful to mankind are termed as natural resources. We are blessed by the nature to use
the above mention resources for survival and for future development. So it is necessary
to use these natural treasures wisely and effectively. Our demand in natural resources is
increasing. In the primitive age, man had used only those resources that supported his
life. Now the processes of economic growth and increase in the population have led to
miss-management of natural resources. And resources are being used indiscriminately.
Here also we lacking the realization of limited resources and time will come the
resources will be exhausted one day. Our technological and industrial development has
surpassed the rate at which these resources are being used. Therefore modern societies
need to think of ways of replenishing these resources. That is why one of the major
environmental concerns today is how to manage natural resources in a sustainable
manner without degrading the environment and at the same time fulfilling the
requirement of an ever growing population in an optimal way.
It is also known that supply of natural resources is limited and in fact some up the
resources occur only in scant quantity. Demand for natural resources are going up
progressively. Here it is wise to use them more efficiently and also look for alternative
sources or their substitutes. It will be only possible when we understand their
availability and limitations. Simultaneously, the lifestyle of the society has changed due
to increase in the demand for energy where we depend most. We should therefore know
that our resources, what their uses are and how judiciously we can make use these
resources.

2.2 MANGEMENT OF RESOURCES: ISSUES & CONCERNS
The proper management of resources is major concern of the world. Because it needs
resource regeneration and their optimal, equitable and efficient utilization in an
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environment friendly manner. Modern industrial society is facing a severe crunch of all
resources due to indiscriminate as well as over used factors. Unless urgent steps are
taken to mitigate these shortages in an environment friendly manner, we are going to
face major crises. For example water and oil are already in the fore front shortage of
global and regional conflicts. Therefore let us go through the problems related to the
management of resources and various approaches being adopted to tackle the situation.
2.2.1 Air
Atmosphere and living organizations are closely related. Green plants, algae of photo
synthetic bacteria have added oxygen to the air and remove carbon dioxide, mechanic
and ammonia. In doing so condition is created to stabilize temperature and make life
possible for good living. Earth is the only known planet with atmosphere capable of
supporting life. We are now becoming aware that human activities are changing the
atmosphere in ways that could have disastrous effects, not only on human being but
also on the basic life support systems that make our planet habitable.
Weather is physical conditions of the atmosphere such as moisture, temperature,
pressure and wind all of which a vital role to safe eco systems. All these are being
shaped by solar energy.
Climate is also a long term pattern of weather at a particular area. Climates often
undergo cyclic changes over decades, centuries and millennia. When human activities
change the properties of atmosphere, it becomes more difficult and more important to
understand how the atmosphere works and how the weather and climate will change
due to human impact.
Let’s see how weather and climate change. When air is warmed by conduction or
radiation of heat from earth’s surface, it expands and rises, creating convection
currents. These vertical up drafts carry water vapour aloft and initiate circulation
patterns that redistribute energy and water from areas of surplus to area of deficit.
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Pressure gradients created by this circulation drive great air masses around the globe
and generate winds that determine both immediate weather and long term climate.
Strong cyclonic convection can create devastating storms. Like that seasonal winds, or
monsoon can also create also create storm due to temperature difference between the
ocean and land mass. Monsoon brings torrential rains and disastrous

floods, but they

bring needed moisture to farm lands that support a majority of the world’s population.
When rain fails drought is created, eco system disrupted itself and human suffering can
be severe. Some great scientists warn that the green house gases and air pollutants
released in to the atmosphere may trapped radiant energy and promote a global
warming that could drastically disrupt human activities and nature eco systems.
2.2.2 Water:
Water is the most essential components of life next only to air. But almost three
quarters of earth’s surface is covered with water. Only 3% of water is fresh and usable.
Life sustains with that 3% of fresh water. Total population, plants, animals almost all
depend upon that 3% of fresh water. So to say there is scarcity of usable quantity of
water in large part of the world.
Scarcity of water threatens us all – menacing our wellbeing, jeopardizing our lively
hood and sometimes endangering our lives. Human survival has dependent upon the
water tight compartment relationship between land and water resources.
Generally, that relationship has been running ever since river banks and river valleys
influenced the early human settlements. Civilization started from the river banks and
ended on the river banks. However, eventually human beings had come to understand
the cyclical relationship of water and land. Now a days, water scarcity is acute in the
world. As reported in 2001 by Unitated Nations population funds (UNFPA) within the
next 25 years 1/3rd of the population of the world will face severe water scarcity. Right
now more than one billion people lack access to the safe drinking water and three
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billion lack access to basic sewage system. More than 90% of all the sewage produced
in developing countries returned untreated to land and water. 1% of the water on the
planet is readily accessible for use of this amount 73% goes to agriculture, 20% to
industries and rest is used for domestic and recreational needs such as drinking and
other non portable uses.
Population growth industrialization and urbanization are depleting and polluting lakes,
river and aquifers irreversibly. Now it is the time to use new technology to extract
water supplies than the rate of replenishment. Unless water resources are managed
properly we will face the shortage of drinking water due to pollution even in the above
average rain fall areas or contamination of water bodies. Contaminated water means
invitation to epidemic hunger and different kinds of water borne diseases. Water crisis
has its impact not only on people but also on the environment and other living creatures
like fish, birds etc and countless creatures are crowded out or marooned or poisoned as
industry and agriculture reroute, reversed, dry off, wet lands, dump wastes and other
wise disrupt natural eco systems. All the above mentioned problems are due to
population growth and economic development intensifies. So policy decision should be
taken by the government for regenerating, regulating, allocating and using water
resources in a proper effective way. In future there will not be conflicting demand for
safe drinking water and sanitation as well as for industrial and agricultural activities.
Almost 70% of available water is consumed by agriculture every year worldwide. In
Asia it accounts 86% of total annual water withdrawal, compared with49% in North
and Central America and 38% in Europe. India achieved success in Green Revolution
due to better irrigation facilities, flood control system. Therefore it is necessary to
develop water efficient measures to raise productivity per unit of water input. Efficient
measures take into account efficient operation of irrigation system, technologies that
reduces water consumptions, appropriate soils and water conservation measures,
change in the cropping pattern and the way in which crops are grown.
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All these need comprehensive policy framework at the national level to ensure an
integrated approach to water resource development, with rational and equitable
allocation of water resources to agriculture, industry and domestic use. At local level
several water management strategies are in use today, that offer practical and
sometimes superior alternatives to the large scale centralized, capital intensive
approaches to water management, e.g. rain water harvesting practices in India. In this
respect we have to learn from our ancestors who had perfected the art of water
management like, pond, underground tank etc. Finally we can say that water resources
should be exploited judiciously for the betterment of life in the world.
2.2.3 Land and Soil:
Land is the basic resource of the world. The entire ecological system rests on land and
it is the living ground (habitat) of terrestrial plants and animals. The capability of land
is to support life and various activities of men and animals is dependent both on its
biological productivity and load bearing capacity of the soil and rock.
Land is under great pressure due to high population growth rate throughout the world,
but in particular developing countries. The mismanagement of land will cause
environmental degradation causing to lower down the water tables and also land
degradation, soil erosion, by causing erosion of livelihood of the resource poor who live
off the land. All these occur due to cutting of trees or deforestation which leads to
damage the quality of soil and landscapes.
Soil the upper most layer of the land is most precious of all resources because its
supports the whole life systems, provides food and fodder in the form of vegetation and
store water for life. It constitutes sand, silt and clays, mixed with air and moisture. It
contains rich organic and mineral nutrients. It is noticed that 10 % of world’s land area
is arable or under permanent crops such as orchard, plantations etc. The remaining 90%
of the land cannot be cultivable due to too steep, too cold, too hot, too wet, or too dry.
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Let’s take the case of India, 30 % to 50 % of land is estimated to be ecologically
degraded and referred to as waste land i.e. the land having no potential of bio mass due
to ecological degradation, over exploitation or the absence of a clear management
system. Waste land management development involves re generating the land through a
variety of soil and water management practices, planting appropriate plant species,
protecting them and sharing the benefits. It will not solve the problems of under
privileged of rural areas when the question of development and management of waste
land is concerned. Rather plantation will be lost due to inadequate community
participation or disinterest among the people of that area.
Government has taken the steps by implementing the following programs for waste
land development.
 Integrated waste land development projects (IWDP)
 Technology development extension and training scheme
 Support to NGO/Voluntary agencies (Grant in Aid) scheme
 Investment promotion scheme (IPS)
 Waste land development task force (WDTF)
After that soil fertility is to be maintained properly by applying organic materials in the
form of green manures, straw or as manure which has already under gone a higher
degree of fermentation. If it happens then there is the improvement in cohesiveness of
the soil, increase its water retention capacity and promotes a stable aggregate structure.
Sometimes too much salt or too little irrigation creates problem to increase soluble salt,
soil will be saline and alkaline and it will not favour for plant growth. It needs a good
drainage system to assist for washing out the sodium from saline soils. Therefore only
the most salt tolerant species can be grown in those areas. In this regard proper soil
management is necessary so that organic and inorganic composition of soil will support
the development of plantation and agriculture.
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2.2.4 Energy:India consumes roughly 3% of the world’s total energy. Per capita consumption of
energy in India is too low as compare to other countries of the world although there is
continuous increase in energy consumption due to 2nd largest populated country in the
world. Generally three sources available in India as conventional (non-renewable), nonconventional (renewable) and nuclear energy. Conventional energy includes natural oil
energy, gas energy and coal energy. Non conventional energy comes from bio mass
energy, solar energy, fuel cell energy, hydel energy, geothermal energy, and cogeneration and wind energy.
2.2.5 Non-Conventional Sources:Bio mass- Renewable source of energy which can be derived from plants resources,
animal waste and the waste of various human activities. It is also derived from the by
products of the timber industry, crop residues, raw materials from the forest, major part
of house hold wastes and wood. It is an important source of energy and the most
important fuel worldwide after coal, oil and natural gas. It will not pollute the
environment as it does act add carbon dioxide to the atmosphere. In this context
technological solution, institutional arrangement, financial support and training scheme
are to be taken into account to ensure adequate and affordable clean energy system. An
initiative in this direction has come from the ministry of non-conventional energy
sources (MNES). It has been promoting indigenously develop technologies for efficient
utilization of bio-mass fuel, with a focus on extraction of more energy, reduction of
house hold consumption of fire wood, generation of employment and improvement in
the living standard of rural people. MNES takes initiative to establish techno
commercial feasibility and violability of power generation from bio-mass material.
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i)

Bio-mass gasifier –

It is another technology used for energy generation. A bio-mass gasifier converts solid
bio-mass materials such as wood, agriculture and agro industrial waste into producers
gas through thermo chemical gasification process. Bio-mass energy is gaining
significance as a source of clean heat for domestic heating and community heating
applications in developed and developing countries. In fact bio-mass per capita energy
used in Finland, USA and Sweden is higher than India, China or in Asia.
ii)

Solar energy:-

It is the most readily available abundant source of energy. It is free gift of nature. It
does not create pollution also. Solar energy is being used in many parts of India for
cooking, for lighting, cooling, heating water for both industrial and domestic purposes.
It is also being used to meet the electricity requirement in areas not connected to
national electricity grid. It also supports in backup system when electricity supply fails
in urban areas.
Fuel Cell: Fuel cells are electro chemical devices that convert the chemical energy of a
fuel directly and very efficiently into electricity and heat, thus doing away with
combustion. Fuel cells are being used in space flights and can be used in electric
vehicles to reduce urban pollution. It can supply combined heat and power to
commercial buildings, hospitals and airports in remote locations. Fuel cell systems are
modular (i.e. additional capacity can be added whenever required with relative ease)
and can be set up whenever power is required.
iii)

Hydropower:

It is the cheapest and cleanest and hence the best source of energy. Now-a-days
controversies arise about the electricity generation from mega dam. So small hydro
plants are coming out for viable alternatives. These plants serve the energy needs of
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remote and rural areas where grid supply of power is a day dream. Energy can also be
obtained from waves and tides. Volcanoes, hot springs and geysers and methane under
the water in the sea and ocean are sources of geo thermal energy (Geo thermal means
heat from the earth).
iv)

Wind energy:

Wind energy has been used for 100 of years for sailing, grinding grain, and for
irrigation. This system converts the kinetic energy associated with movement of air to
more useful forms of power Wind mills for water pumping have been installed in many
countries particularly in rural areas.
2.2.6 Conventional Sources:
Non renewable sources include oil, gas, coal and hydel which are insufficient to meet
the current energy demand by agriculture, industry and for population. If we will cite
the example of India, India is facing huge shortage in electricity generation by
conventional sectors. It has been estimated that 8-10% annual growth in energy demand
is required over the next15 years. Therefore, it indicates that shortfall can be met
through international market.
OIL: It supplies 30% of India’s energy. Most of the oil in India is drawn from the
Bombay High, Upper Assam, Krishna, Godavari and Kavery basin. It means 70%of the
energy demand is to meet from other sources.
Natural Gas: Natural gas is able to meet 7% of energy needs in India, especially in
power generation, fertilizers and petrochemical productions. Natural gas can serve to
reduce dependence on foreign oil.
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i)

Coal:

Coal is an important source in conventional energy. In case of India coal is able to meet
the huge demand of electricity so to say three quarters of country’s electricity and63%
of commercial energy comes from coal in India. India has huge reserved in coal i.e.8%
of total world’s coal reserve.
Energy shortage bears headache in urban areas. So conserving energy in home, office,
in transport and in commercial centre is a major concern. Therefore, it is urgent to make
a habit for conserving energy. So energy save is energy created.
ii)

Mineral resources:

Mineral resources are important for economic and social development of many
countries. Minerals like coal ,iron,copper,etc. are used in all kinds of industries and in
everyday life. Although more than 3000 minerals are known today only about 100
minerals (metallic, non-metallic, gems and radioactive) are used in human society for
various purposes e.g. in industry, in defence, for building and ornamental purposes.
India’s per capita consumption of mineral resources is too low as compared to that of
developed countries like USA, Japan.
The environmental and development impact of mineral resources consumption makes
many present consumption practices unsustainable. Industrialised countries need to
consider how to reduce consumption and increase efficiency of mineral resources use.
Developing countries are consuming an increasing proportion of metals and this trend
is expected to continue in future. So to say consumption of cooking gas, petrol, diesel
have increased 40%.The long term trend is difficult to predict because it depends on the
countries how efficiently they use mineral resources. However, consumption of the
most minerals is expected to remain high because UDCs have yet to build the basic
infrastructure for their economies. Further to meet rising demand for minerals will
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become more costly as population increases. As mineral resources become scarce, their
rising prices may dampen demand and drive a search for substitute in future.
There are many environmental efforts from mineral consumption in developing
countries. World Bank studies suggest that the use of heavy metals has left a significant
toxic legacy in the soil eco system and food chain of many developing countries.
2.2.7 Biological Resources:
It includes foods, fibre, medicinal, fuel wood, ornamental plants and animals, plants are
the most important biological resources for the existence of living organism in the
world. 5000 plants species have been used as food by human since ancient times, but
less than 20 now feed the majority of the world’s population and just 3or 4
carbohydrate crops are staples for the majority. There is a clear cut relationship
between the conservation of biological diversity and the discovery of new biological
resources. The new discovery will benefit the conservation of bio diversity for the
preservation of wild plants gene pool. This pool can be used to augment the narrow
genetic based of the established food crops, providing diseases resistance, improving
productivity and tolerance to the advanced environment conditions.
Ideas on developing plant species for wider use/or economic benefit can be derived
from studies on the use of plants by local communities. If we will take the case of
medicinal plants India has a very long history of it which was prescribed in the early
age of Rig Veda (4500-1600 BC). The therapeutic efficacies of herbal medicines let to
the evaluation of ayurveda which literally means since of life. In India 7500 species of
plants have been recorded to have medicinal value which 1200 are found in south India.
Wood is also a kind of biological resource. It is an important source of fuel in 3rd world
countries. Simultaneously it is used for construction and form the basis for paper
production.
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Forest provides as the wood for fuel, raw materials for different purposes, prevent flood
and soil erosion. It also increases underground water supplies and humidity of air,
provides and abode for the wild life, check air pollution and play a vital role to shape
economy of the nation. Therefore we can say forest is indispensable for the survival of
human being and animals.
However, the coverage of forest is diminishing rapidly due to human activities.
Deforestation reduces the natural beauty of any place. It also upsets the ecological
balance of the different countries. It is seen that an area of tropical forest disappears
immensely every year (i.e. 4 times the size of Switzerland).
iii)

Wild Life:

We know that forest is the abode of wild life. Wild life problem is acute due to
destruction of forest, pollution, climate change and extensive hunting of animals. Wild
life destruction has upset the whole mechanism of natural activities and balance which
could endanger our very existence.
Killing just one bird or one animal does not matter much. But the matter is that there
may be millions of people having the attitude of such killing. If that will continue every
now and then that will be a serious matter about the extinction of birds and animals.
Now it is the time to understand the relation between organism and the environment
and the need to protect plants and animal species. Serious efforts are needed for wild
life conservation. Today there are about 1200 national parks and reserves in the world.
India wild life conservation policy was started in the year 1980 which was 1st serious
attempt made by the country in this direction (i.e. Himachal Wild Life Project). World
life fund (WWF) was setup in 1962 to provide funds for conservation and preservation
of wild life. About 70% of WWF projects have achieved their targets. Crocodile project
was launched in 1976 to save the endangered crocodile species. Project Elephant was
launched in 1992 to ensure long term survival of the elephants in their natural habitats.
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In spite of these efforts a lot of more need to be done as our different system adopted to
save wild life is not sufficient enough. So massive voluntary and individual efforts are
needed in these directions. Poaching an illegal hunting should be stopped. The Export
and sale of animal products should be completely banned. Habitats of wild life like
forest wet lands etc should be conserved. Massive e-forestation has to be initiated
which is the most effective program where everyone can contribute. All support and
participate in or initiate environmental action program. We can also refrain from using
products those are not eco friendly, are animal based or lead to loss of bio diversity.

2.3 LET US SUM UP
In this unit a vivid description is made regarding different kind of resources which are
available in environment and the concerns are related to the management of these
resources for the betterment of people, animals and plants. Description was made for
water resources, land/soil, energy, bio mass, air and biological resources. It is marked
that if used with wise and careful planning these resources will last long and can be
extended up to future generation. Therefore centralized government interventions are
urgently needed at the policy and implementation level. It is also possible to make
successful intervention and management through individual and community initiative.
So that government policy for proper management of resources will be successful.

2.4 MODEL QUESTIONS
Q1. How does air pollution can be managed?
Q2. What are the steps taken by the government for waste land management?
Q3. What are the different kinds of conventional energy?
Q4. What are the different kinds of non conventional energy?
Q5. Discuss the soil/land management system as a process of economic
development?
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Q6. Discuss about the management of biological resources and the impact on
economic development?

2.5 KEY WORDS

Regeneration:

The action or process of regenerating or being
regenerated.

Optimal:

Best or most favourable.

Indiscriminate:

Done without making sensible judgement or
caring about the possible harmful effects.

Menacing:

Someone is going to do something bad.

Jeopardizing:

To do something that may damage something or
put it at risk.

2.6 ANSWERS TO MODEL QUESTIONS
Q1. See Page No-24 &25
Q2. See Page No-25 & 26
Q3. See Page No-30 & 31
Q4. See Page No-28 to 30
Q5. See Page No-27
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3.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVE
After going through this unit, learners will be able to understand


Renewable and Non-Renewable Resources



Tragedy of Commons & Freedom in Commons



Pollution- The Social Cost in Commons



Role of natural resources in Economic Development

3.1 INTRODUCTION
Varieties of natural resources are available on earth for survival of human being and all
forms of life. In the pristine age man was leading a life of hunter and gatherer to
procure each and everything for his survival from the forest. Nature has given
everything to human being since ancient times. In the initial stage of history man
identified the nature’s gift available around him to learn and utilise them. Everything
that comes from nature has some utility for man but its utilisation is possible on the
availability of appropriate technology. Although natural products existed over the
earth’s surface even during pre historic time, man has neither the tools nor the
technology to use them.Land; sunshine.wind.forest and wildlife were present much
before the appearance of human being on the earth. As time rolls on he could learn to
cultivate the land, grow crops by protecting different plants, and use the wind.
Similarly, for centuries, coal and mineral oil were present below earth’s surface but he
has no technology to utilise them. Hence this natural material turned into resources only
when they can be used.
Meaning of natural resources: Resources mean a reserve source of supply. A resource
is anything obtained from the nature to meet our needs and wants. Nature is a regular
source of varieties of substances required to meet our basic needs of everyday life. So
to say, basic human needs are fulfilled by materials provided by nature.e.g.air,water,
soil, etc.These kinds of stocks are extremely essential for mankind.So these are called
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natural resources. In old age man had used those resources that supported his life. But
the process of economic growth and increase in population has created such problems
where the use of natural resources can be tackled wisely and judiciously. Because the
demand of natural resources is escalating due to high growth rate of population .So that
countries are using natural resources indiscriminately and we are so hungry to use these
resources in such a way that we are not able to think for the limited supply of the
natural resources which will be exhausted soon.
Therefore, modern societies need to think of ways of replenishing these resources. That
is why one of the major environmental concerns today is how to manage natural
resources in an effective way without degrading the environment and at the same time
fulfilling the requirements of an ever growing population.
Natural resources are classified into two categories having their quantity in nature and
extent of continuous availability. Both are inexhaustible and exhaustible.
In exhaustible resources occur in abundance (unlimited amount) and are not likely to be
exhausted soon by human use and thus would last for longer period. For example wind,
water sun energy etc.Exhaustible energy resources occur in limited amount in nature
and therefore, likely become to become exhausted one day due to continuous use.
These are minerals, fossil fuels water (ground level water).These exhaustible resources
are of two types as renewable and non-renewable.

3.2 RENEWABLE RESOURCES
Renewable Resources can be regenerated simultaneously along with their exploitation
and hence always available for use for longer periods. They can also maintain
themselves by natural recycling and reproduction or can be replenished if managed
wisely. They include forest, crops, domestic animal, wildlife etc.They can last for
indefinite period and not likely to be exhausted if a judicious balance is maintained
between exploitation and replenishment. For example if trees are felled for wood from
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forest the original forest may be created by afforestation (plantation of trees).
Sometimes the renewable resources too may get exhausted if not managed
properly.e.g.a specie which is rare become extinct by it’s over exploitation. In
renewable sources importance will be given to different types of renewable sources of
energy which have been discussed in detailed in unit 2.Those are Biomass Energy,
Biomass Gasifier,Solar energy, Fuel cells, Hydro power energy and wind energy.
Conservation of Renewable Resources: Conservation of Renewable sources is essential part of environment protection which
will lead to sustainable development in developed and developing countries. It is
because to ensure continuous yield of plant used for food and other materials for the
growing population.
The following steps are to be taken for the conservation of renewable sources.
Soil conservation:-Soil is the top cover of earth in which plants can grow. Top soil is
essential for the growth of plants which in turn provides food for human being and
animals. But rain, water, wind, and other natural forces erode the top soil. So soil
erosion can be reduced by planting trees, strip cropping and crop rotation methods etc.
Water conservation: - It is necessary to alleviate the degradation of water and soil
resources. Some measures are to be taken to reduce degradation of water. They are


Avoid wastage of water and encourage recycling of water.



Reducing water pollution by treating sewage and factory wastes before
disposing them.



Adopting various technologies for ground water recharge such as use of dug
wells and ponds.

Forest conservation: - Forests are the abodes of wild animals. Forest also makes the
life pleasantful to the society by providing all kinds of necessary requirements such as
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fuel, coal. Timber, paper rubber etc. They protect water loss from top soil and thus
prevent formation of deserts. They help in regulating rainfall, avoid soil erosion silting
of streams and floods. Now a day’s developed and developing countries are taking
steps for afforestation so that it controls air pollution and other kinds of pollution in the
earth.
Biodiversity conservation:The increasing pressure by population on wild life had led serious problems in the form
of extinction or disappearance of some of the valuable species in the world. There is
over exploitation of animal species for commercial use, such as selling of the skin of
leopards, tigers and other animals. So global trade of wildlife is estimated to be over 20
billion us dollars annually.
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) took the following
measures to protect Biodiversity.The mechanisms that encourage governments,
organisation and individual to protect biodiversity.


Eco labels for the biological resources should be encouraged.



Involve the local people for biodiversity protection



There should be banned on the exploitation and export of rare and endangered
animals and plants should be legally imposed by the governments.



Planning and coordinated efforts for sustainable use of biodiversity with in the
management system for forestry, fisheries and agriculture.



Conserving genetic diversity in existing domesticated plant and animal
varieties.



Equitable sharing the benefits of biodiversity through social and economic
instruments.



There are many other steps also to protect the bio diversity such as investment
requirement, monitoring mechanisms, information base and involvement of
people particularly living in rural areas.
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3.3 NON –RENEWABLE RESOURCES
Non-renewable resources cannot be recycled or replenished and hence they get
exhausted due to unlimited continuous use by human being. At the same time human
being is forced to use it a population growth is high in almost all the countries of the
world. Some non renewable resources are coal, petroleum natural gas mineral etc. All
these are being discussed in block 3 of unit2. Formation of these resources has taken
million of years and will get exhausted sooner or later, depending upon the use of such
resources. For example soil which is non renewable because if one few inches of top
fertile soil is degraded, its formation takes several hundred years.
Here it is necessary to discuss about the conservation of non renewable resources
because the seriousness lies due to the scarcity of such resources in the world. It needs
conservation in all sphere of activities like in home, office, in commercial centres etc.
simultaneously there must be effective and efficient utilisation of such resources.
CONSERVATION OF NON RENEWABLE ENERGY:
Now the question of how much energy is needed to keep the wheels of society well
lubricated with the movement of the vehicle. It is a difficult question to answer. Still it
is necessary to discuss about the conservation so that we can get the answer to some
extent.


Improving the efficiency of energy supply systems.



Decreasing the energy intensiveness of a given standard of living through
acceptable life style changes.



Shifting from gas or electricity to solar energy system.

Energy influences every single economic activity and its availability and cost
determines the economic future and well being of the nation as well as the quality of
life. Optimum conservation of energy means use for the benefit of mankind on a long
term basis rather than short term use and to prevent miss-utilisation of energy. Saving
of energy brings substantial gain for the human life. Wastage can be checked .That
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supports the saving of energy. So to say optimum utilisation of energy can be achieved
and human being can derive the best result out of it. Because the production of coal,
natural gas is not sufficient to all as per the requirements. Therefore, it is necessary to
use economically the available resources and compensate the scarcity with alternatives
which society faces today. Energy is one of the most effective resources to provide
physical comfort to the society. So that energy conservation simply becomes the
implementation of cost effectiveness or socially desirable substitutes.
In case of mineral conservation D.Meadow is of the view that at present rate of silver,
tin and uranium may be in short supply even at a higher price. By the turn of the
century. By the year 2050, several more minerals may be exhausted if the current rate
of consumption continues on renewable resources like coal; oil and natural gas cannot
be recycled reused. Some resources such as copper and aluminium can be recycled or
reused to some extent. In such a case it requires to check pollution from mining by
through efficient manner.
Lastly, it is necessary to conserve the non renewable resources properly otherwise it
creates problems to the mankind in the sense that that will be exhausted soon. In fact
exploitation of known resources of energy in all parts of world is increasing every day
for daily consumption. Now all the countries of the world must take necessary steps to
conserve and search for the substitute of such resources so that there will be proper
maintenance of demand and supply of such resources.

3.4 TRAGEDY OF COMMONS
G.Hardin famous biologist in 1968 termed the degradation of renewable free access
resources and the problems of common property resources as the tragedy of the
commons. The overuse and consequent depletion of a resource, when the resource is
treated as free access, is termed as the tragedy of the commons.
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3.5 TRAGEDY OF FREEDOM IN COMMONS
Commons refer to areas of pasture land that may be provided t free to all who wish to
graze cattle. Rationality shows that each herdsman tries to maximise his gain. Explicitly
or implicitly question may arise that what is the utility to the herdsman of adding one
more animal to the group of animals? This utility is having two components as positive
and negative.
Positive means he can add one more animal. So positive utility is nearby +1.Negative
component means the additional overgrazing created by one more animal. Since
overgrazing of additional animal is shared by all the herdsman, it may be a fraction of 1.Hence the conclusion may be that the rational herdsman will go on adding to his herd
another, another and so on, because the herdsman will share commons. There lies the
tragedy. Each man is locked into a system that compels him to increase his herd
without limit; in a world that common is limited. Ruin is the destination towards which
all men rush, each must try for his own best interest in a society. That believes in the
freedom of the commons. Therefore freedom in a common brings ruins to all.
The idea of Hardin is that in a rural village the villager is entitled to graze cattle on the
commons, as the area of land owned in the commons by all of the villagers. There are
however more cattle than the common will support. Each village seeks to maximise the
benefit of the commons by grazing as many of the cattle there in as much of the time as
possible. The ultimate result is that the commons is over grazed to the extent that will
not support further any cattle. This leads to the scarcity of resources and commons
become tragic.

3.6 POLLUTION- THE SOCIAL COSTS IN THE COMMONS
When ownership and use of the environment commons are joined, each user of
environment has an incentive to abuse the environment and impose social costs on his
neighbours. So that the tragedy of commons reappears in the problem of pollution. The
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rational man finds that his share of the cost of the wastes he discharges into commons is
less than the cost of purifying his wastes before releasing them. Since this is time for
everyone, we are locked into a system of “fouling our own nest”, as long as we behave
only as independent and rational.
Positive gains and negative gains components are there in the use of resources in the
commons the positive gains component is the additional precede from using more of
these resources. The users acquire these proceeds privately in using the commons to
produce more output.MRP (marginal revenue product) represents the typical downward
sloping demand curve for these resources. In using these resources, like lakes and forest
from the commons each party will also incur some additional costs denoted by private
marginal cost (PMC). Any party will try to maximise private net gains when PMC and
MRP intersector equal i.e. at point E. Private output produced is OQ units with the
price OP, private cost is PMC and private return is MRP compared the user will use OQ
output with OP price to maximise net private gain as EFPR in the figure(shaded
region).
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If pollution is abated, then streams lakes and the atmosphere can usually restore
themselves. Still if resources are owned in commons, there lies the tendency to use
resources in an economically inefficient manner. It means the external costs come out
in more pollution than is socially optimal. The external costs result from the common
property nature of environment. Many underground aquifers replenish themselves.
Although the resources will not be totally depleted, the fact that it is commonly owned.

3.7 OVER USE OF COMMONS:Some costs are not privately incurred, as shown in the difference in PMC and marginal
social cost(MSC) shown as EL in figure(2) If the cost of common resources were fully
recognised onlyOQ1units can be used at the higher price OP1. The area
ELE1represents a net social loss imposed on society because resources are over
utilised. The tragedy of such external diseconomies is not because society bears a net
social loss equal to the area EE1L. In addition to creating this loss due to over
production, self interest drives a society to self destruction.
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A wise resident can only think that his private interest lies in beating a rival by
exploiting the commons as rapidly as possible. Then when one party uses air or water
for waste disposal as if it were a free resource and others bears the cost of
environmental pollution the social worth of the environmental commons is underpriced
and its capacity is overused. All uses of the environment would be better off, if output
were reduced to OQ1. Therefore according to Hardin, limitations to the use and abuse
of an environmental commons requires acceptance of coercive restrictions and the
target of public policy must be uncompensated for social costs. Efforts to control
pollution will require a mutually agreed upon commitment to monitor and limit certain
forms of behaviour.

3.8

ROLE

OF

NATURAL

RESOURCES

IN

ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT
The main resource of economic development is land. Land as used in economics
includes natural resources such as the fertility of land, its situation and composition,
forest wealth, minerals, climate water resources and sea resources etc. Natural
resources are the accelerating factors of economic development of developing and
developed countries. Insufficient natural resources of any country checks the overall
economic growth .Lewis has rightly pointed out,” other things being equal, man can
make a better use of rich resources than they can be poor.”
In UDCs natural resources are underutilized, unutilised and miss utilised .So that UDCs
are backward in all respects. The presence of abundance resources is insufficient
enough for economic growth. What is required is their proper exploitation and efficient
utilisation. If the utilisation is not up to the mark then the country cannot be developed.
The best utilisation of natural resources needs effective technologies with better
knowledge, so that the use of resources with technology brings productive result for the
country. According to Lewis” The value of resource depends upon its usefulness, and
its usefulness is changing all the time through changes in tastes, technique or new
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discovery.”Therefore changes lead to development itself by the full utilisation of
natural resources. For example Britain brought agricultural revolution by adopting the
method of rotation of crops between 1740 to 1760. France also revolutionised in
agriculture on British pattern despite the shortage of land and came out successful. On
the other hand, the Asian and African countries have not been able to develop their
agriculture because their methods were based on old out dated method of cultivation.
It is often said that economic growth is possible even when an economy is deficient in
natural resources. According to Lewis “A country which is considered to be poor in
resources today may be considered very rich in resources at some later time not merely
because unknown resources are discovered, but equally because new resources are
discovered for the known resources”. For example Japan is such a country which is
deficient in natural resources but it is one of the most developed countries of the world.
It is because the efficiency to discover new uses for limited resources. Japan comes out
successful in overcoming the deficiency of its natural resources through superior
technology, new researches and better knowledge.
Therefore, for economic growth the existence of abundant natural resources is not
enough. What is essential is their proper exploitation through improved techniques, so
that there will be minimum wastage and they could be utilised for a longer time.

3.9 LET US SUM UP
Natural resources in the form of renewable and non renewable play very important role
from old age till date. If we will go back to the past natural products existed over the
earth’s surface in the form of land, sunshine, wind forest wildlife etc. All these were
present before the appearance of human being on the earth. And when time goes on
human being learns to utilise the various natural products. For centuries coal and
mineral oil were present below earth surface but he had no technology to utilise them.
Natural resources are in the form of renewable and non renewable. Renewable
resources can be regenerated simultaneously along with their exploitation and hence
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always available for use for longer period. It will be in a recycling process. There are
forest, crops, domestic animals, wildlife etc. But in renewable resources importance
will be given to biomass energy, biomass gasifier, solar energy, fuel cells, hydropower
energy, wind energy etc. Above mentioned resources have been discussed in detail.
Conservation of this energy is essential part to protect environment which will lead for
sustainable development for developed and developing countries. Those are in the form
of soil conservation, water conservation, forest conservation bio diversity conservation.
Non renewable resources cannot be regenerated or replenished and they get exhausted
but to continuous use. Those are coal, natural gas, mineral etc. These resources have
been discussed in detail also. Necessary steps have been taken to conserve these
resources it is necessary to utilise to resources effectively as the depletion will be quick
and now days the use is also increasing due to high growth rate of population. At the
same time it is wise to search alternative methods so that depletion will not affect the
economic growth of the different countries. But if current rate of consumption
continues some non renewable resources will be fully exhausted till 2050.
The tragedy of commons has been defined by G.Hardin famous biologist in 1968 about
the depletion of resources. Now it is high time for all nations to think and go through
the proper conservation of both resources.

3.10 MODEL QUESTIONS
Q1. What do you mean by natural resources?
Q2. Give examples of renewable and non renewable resources.
Q3. Write short notes on forest conservation, biodiversity conservation and mineral
resources?
Q4. Discuss the Hardin’s theory of tragedy of commons?
Q5. Discuss the role of natural resources in economic development in developed and
under developed countries?
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3.11 KEY WORDS

Exhaustible:

Supplies of something that can be used completely.

Afforestation:

Planting tree on an area of land in order to form a
forest.

Biodiversity:

The existence of different kinds of animals and
plants makes a good and healthy environment.

Fouling:

To spoil or damage something by making it dirty.

Depleted:

To reduce the amount of something so that there is
no much left.

3.12 ANSWERS TO MODEL QUESTIONS
Q1. See Page No-38 & 39
Q2. See Page No-40, 42 & 43
Q3. See Page No-40 & 41
Q4. See Page No-44 to 46
Q5. See Page No-48 & 49
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UNIT-4: SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT:CONCEPTS
Structure:
4.0 Learning Objective
4.1 Introduction
4.2 Meaning & Concepts of Sustainable Development
4.3 Objectives of Sustainable Development
4.4 Treats Challenges to Sustainable Development
4.5 Strategic Imperative
4.6 Policies to Sustainable Development
4.7 International Efforts on Sustainable Development
4.8 Sustainable Development in India: Perspective & Strategies
4.9 Let us Sum up
4.10 Model Questions
4.11 Key words
4.12 Answers to Model Questions
4.13 References
4.14 Text Books
4.15 References Books

4.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVE
After going through this unit, learners will be able to understand


Meaning & Concepts of Sustainable Development



Objectives of Sustainable Development



Treats Challenges to Sustainable Development



Strategic Imperative



Policies to Sustainable Development



International Efforts on Sustainable Development



Sustainable Development in India: Perspective & Strategies
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
The concept of Sustainable Development(SD) arouse from two main sources:
increasingly worrisome evidence of ecological degradation and other biophysical
damage, both despite and because of greater wherewithal provided by economic growth
,and largely disappointing record of post world war 2nd development efforts,
particularly the persistence & in some places worsening of poverty and desperation in a
period of huge overall global increases in material wealth .The United Nations and
associated agencies worried about these matters separately for some decades before
appointing the World Commission on Environment and Development(WCED)to
address them jointly .The commission conclusion was that the ecological& social
failures had common responses. Then only world has seen many conferences, debates,
seminars, conclaves about sustainable development .All of a sudden SD has become
pervasive. Therefore, it appears as a buzz word among international agencies,
development planners& a slogan of Environmental Activists. Initially the mainstream
interpretation of SD is ecological sustainability which acts as goal of development
process. The root of SD can be forced back to1972 Stockholm conference in Sweden
where development (economic growth) was for the first time linked to environment
emphasising the needs for efforts at international level& to promote political and
economic change locally, nationally and globally to tackle the problems. Development
should be environmentally sound and sustainable. The need of social and economic
equity for achieving SD was also emphasised at the conference. Such a concept was
prominence & led to the creation of world conservation strategy in1980 through
International Union for Conservation of Natural resources(IUCN) with the overall
targets of achieving SD through the conservation of living resources(IUCN1980).In that
respect world conservation strategy(WCS) made a profound contribution towards
reconciling development community with those of environmental movement. Then
after the main theme of discussion among the nations in Earth Summit 1992 at Rio de
janerio, Brazil was the SD issues with environmental protection.
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4.2

MEANING

&

CONCEPTS

OF

SUSTAINABLE

DEVELOPMENT
Sustainability means the ability of earth’s various system including human cultural
system & economics to survive and adopt to changing environmental conditions.SD
implies “a change in all aspects of life in a way that causes a little damage to
environment” .SD follows “a form of growth& development in society that meets the
current human needs preserving (conserving) the natural resources for meeting the
needs of future generation as well.”The World Commission on Environment
&Development(WCED)1987 known as Brundtland Report defined” SD is meeting the
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generation to meet their
own needs”.(WCED1987page43).It conceptually seeks to avoid environmental
degradation while using the natural resources for economic development in a manner
that ensures both intra &inter generation equity .Therefore it is based on three pillars:
economic development, social development& environmental protection. Thus the
concept of SD provides a frame work for the integration having implications at
international, national, regional &local levels. Development should not endanger the
natural systems that support life on earth. Therefore SD should be “keep going”. It
gives importance to the quality of life of all people through increase in real income per
capita, improves in education, health,& general quality of life & improvement in the
quality of natural environment resources.SD is the development that is everlasting and
contributes to the quality of life through improvements in natural environment. Natural
environment supply utility to individual, inputs to economic progress& services that
support life. According to Pearce &Warford “SD describes a process in which natural
resources base is not allowed to deteriorate .It emphasises hither to unappreciated role
of environmental quality& environmental inputs in the process of raising real income
and the quality of life”. Many people in the industrial world ideas are based on the
following three erroneous basic assumptions :
i)

The world has an unlimited supply of resources for human use

ii)

Human beings are apart from nature &

iii)

Nature is something to overcome.
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With this attitude towards the nature, technological development increases our ability to
use natural resources on earth& leads to a damaging condition .However this thinking
is developing faster that we are in a world of limits, and ever increasing growth of
material consumption can only damage the life giving physical components of the
environment. Therefore, the concept of SD leads us to new resource consumption
strategies which can be delineated as:i)

Conservation or reduction of excessive resource use

ii)

Recycling and reuse of materials

iii)

More use of renewable resources like solar energy rather than non renewable
resources such as oil& coal.

SD also requires to full fill the basic needs of all deprived people in the world &
extends to all .It also provides opportunity to satisfy their aspiration for a better life.
Otherwise the world, in which poverty and inequality are endemic, will always, be
proved to ecological& other crisis. Gandhi rightly said” Earth provides enough to
satisfy every man’s need but not any man’s greed.”
The UN conference on Environment& Development held in Rio de Janerio in 1992
declared that economic and social progress& equity can be achieved with in the limit of
world’s natural resources. It should be the duty of everyone from individuals to
government. The measured needed to ensure SD was further outlined in Agenda 21 to
promote SD at local level in developed &developing countries. Though Agenda 21 was
a voluntary declaration, it has become a part of several countries’ local government.

4.3 OBJECTIVES OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
The UN environment programme was at the forefront of the efforts to spread the
concept of SD & to encompass the following
i)

Help for the very poor, because they are left with no option but to destroy
their environment.
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ii)

The idea of self reliant development with natural resources constraint.

iii)

The idea of cost effective development using non-traditional economic
criteria

iv)

The issue of health, appropriate technology, food, self reliance, clean
water& shelter for all.

v)

The notion that people- centred initiatives are needed

(Tolba 1984a)

The world commission on environment & development WCED has elaborated
the operational objectives of SD
vi)

Reviving growth

vii)

Changing the quality of growth

viii)

Meeting essential needs for jobs, foods, energy, water& sanitation

ix)

Ensuring sustainable level of population

x)

Conserving & enhancing the resource base

xi)

Reorienting technology and managing risk

xii)

Merging environment& economics in decision making

xiii)

Reorienting international economic relation

xiv)

Making development more participatory (WCED,1987 page49)

Most organisations of national and international level are actively involved in
promoting the objectives to achieve SD goal .In this context it is wise to analyse the
traditional development objectives such as

removal of poverty with sustainability

which is the paradigm of SD .Besides increasing economic growth& meeting basic
needs .The aim of lifting living standards includes a number of more specific goals such
as bettering people’s health and education opportunities, giving everyone the chance to
participate in public life, helping to ensure clean environment, promoting inter
gradational equity .In this context economic growth is taken into account as the major
operational objective to support the removal of poverty .If economic growth is more
positive it provides unconditional support to eradicate poverty, and the basic premise
of SD is that poverty is fully responsible for environmental degradation. Therefore
removal of poverty is the main objective for SD .The only thing that needs to be done is
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to change quality of growth to ensure that it does not lead to environmental
degradation.
SD aims at maximising the net benefits of economic development subject to maintain
the stock of alternative environment and natural resources assets (physical, human&
natural) over time. Therefore economists distinguish between the concept of strong
sustainability & weak sustainability. Strong sustainability requires that the national
capital stock should not decrease. On the other hand weak sustainability requires that
the total value of physical, human and natural capital stock should not decrease. Some
economists like Pearce favoured weak sustainability because increase in other capital
stocks can substitute for decrease in the natural capital stock. Thus SD in its weak form
implies” that the rate of change of development over time is generally positive over
some selected time horizon.”
In addition to these objectives, the other main objectives to be fulfilled by the
developed and developing countries to achieve SD goals. Those 17 goals will transform
world by without disturbing the environment. Goals are
i)

No poverty

ii)

Zero hunger

iii)

Good health& well being

iv)

Quality education

v)

General equity

vi)

Clean water& sanitation

vii)

Affordable& clean energy

viii)

Decent work& economic growth

ix)

Industry, innovation &infrastructure

x)

Reduced inequality

xi)

Sustainable cities& communities

xii)

Responsible consumption& production

xiii)

Climate Action

xiv)

Life below water
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xv)

Life on land

xvi)

Peace& justice strong institutions

xvii)

Partnership to achieve the goals

4.4

THREAT

(CHALLENGES)

TO

SUSTAINABLE

DEVELOPMENT
The challenges are as follows

Poverty, political instability, population growth, under nourishment & diseases
in developing countries.



High consumerism of natural resources (including energy resources)



The above factors lead to global crisis and of



Economic disparity& social injustice



Air and water pollution



Global warming& climate change



Loss of biodiversity



Ozone depletion.

Many of the above said effects are long term& irreversible with consequences for
future generation.

4.5 STRATEGIC IMPERATIVES
Let us discuss some strategic importance as society requires both policy and
institutional changes at local & global as well as basic changes to interact with
environment.
a)

Technology

Economic growth is supported by advanced technology which is the main hunter of
environment so there is deterioration& destruction of environment throughout the
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world. The challenge is that mankind is to redirect its use to make it more energy
efficient less risky, cleaner and more humane. So that advanced technology will act as
the boon to the society. Resource consumption strategies in SD are conservation,
recycling& reuse of waste materials and use of renewable resources wherever possible.
Environmentally technology must be used in production method where the method will
use optimum energy and materials & cause less pollution. It benefits people,
communities & nations. So that it will drive towards self reliance by using locally
available raw materials.
Such technology is advantageous as it increase employment and needs less investment.
It will be fit to small scale adjust with environment because of low energy requirement
and least pollution .It supports to the developing countries for SD as these countries are
neither having more capital nor energy resources for advanced technologies .For
example, India having abundance of man power should go for labour intensive
technique .Sometimes the use of sophisticated technology creates problem of
unemployment, although production increases. In addition the maintenance cost is high
in developing countries. Therefore, economic growth through SD is based upon such
technology which depends upon the availability of renewable and non renewable
sources of energy.
b)

Population:-

SD is directly linked with population growth of developed and developing countries.
The overall growth of population in developed countries is under1%.However, levels of
material& energy use are much higher in these countries .There is high growth rate of
population in developing countries so that it for exceeds their capacity to cope with the
demands of the growing population. Therefore, SD can be pursued more easily if
population growth is stabilised at a consistent level with the productive capacity of eco
system.
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c)

Conservation:-

It is necessary to conserve earth’s natural resources to meet the basic needs on a
sustainable manner. The natural resources should also be enhanced. The use of
environmentally appropriate technology and efficient technology with the increase of
renewable resources such as solar energy, wind energy can help us to conserve our
natural reserves .Apart from meeting the developmental goals conservation of nature is
also our moral obligation to other living beings and then to future generation.

4.6 POLICIES TO SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
All round development efforts by the developed and developing countries lead to
environmental degradation which will harm human health, reduces economic
productivity and leads to the loss of amenities .The damaging effects of economic
development on environmental degradation can be reduced by judicious choice of
economic and environmental policies and environmental investment .So choice
between policies and investments should aim at harmonising economic development
with Sustainable Development.
Let us discuss some policies issues fords
i)

Reducing poverty:--

Poverty can be reduced by controlling population. So that government is able to
provide better education & health services. Further making investments in providing
civic amenities like the supply of drinking water sanitation facilities, alternate habitats
in place of slums, etc will not only improve welfare but also environment.
ii)

Removing subsidies:-

Subsidies for resources use by the private and public sectors should be removed to
reduce environmental degradation .Subsidies on the use of electricity, fertilizer,
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pesticides, diesel, petrol etc lead to wasteful use & create problem in environment.
Simultaneously subsidies to capital intensive and highly polluting private and public
industries lead to environmental degradation. Removing subsidies bring new life to the
society by improving environment & leading towards economic development.
iii)

Clarifying& extending property rights:-

Property rights of resources to individual will reduce the environmental degradation
.Lack of property rights lead to over grazing of common and public lands, deforestation
and over exploitation of mineral resources etc .If ownership will be assigned to private
owner, that will solve the problems of degradation of environment because private
owner will regulate the rules and regulations for the proper use of their properties and
that should be clearly specified in the administrative records.
iv)

Market based approach:-

Market based approach to protect environment is urgently required to consumers &
producers .consumers& industries should be directed to know about the costs are
reflected in the price and goods and services. So that both will be aware to reduce air
and water pollution .The market based instruments (MBIs) approach is used in both
developed and developing countries. This approach will encourage reducing
environmental degradation.
v)

Regulatory policies:-

Here regulators have to take decisions regarding prices, quantity and technology used in
the process of production while taking decisions they have to choose between quantity
price of pollution or resources use or technologies. The authority will decide whether
policies should be targeted to environment problem directly or indirectly. Then charges
will be fixed up upon the polluters or resource uses by making impartial judgement
about private sectors or public sectors.
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Economic Incentives:-It is also related with price ,quantity & technology .Incentives
should be given in the form of variable fees to resource users for the quantity of
pollutants in air, water and land use .They will be given rebates if less waste or
pollution is generated than the emission standard laid down by the regulatory authority.
vi)

Trade policy:-

Trade policy is the major ingredient to affect environment as it includes domestic and
international trade .So here importance must be given to establish such industries for
domestic trades which will be environment friendly I .e less polluting industries by
using cleaner technologies. As regards the

relation between international trade

&environment quality is concerned, controversy has been going on as to whether
liberalised trade is that overall, trade liberalisation is likely to produce negative
environmental externalities, but also some environmental gains .Cost effective policies
should be adopted that optimises externalities. Strict domestic policy should be adopted
for free trade industries to reduce environmental degradation. It is better to insist on the
foreign company to transfer clean technology and assist in cleaning the environment for
existing industries
vii)

Public participation:-

Public awareness and participation are highly effective to improve environmental
conditions in SD. Formal and informal education programme should be conducted
regarding environmental management& awareness programme to check pollution and
improve environment .For example ,the scheme of eco labelling of product helps
consumers to identify products that are environmental friendly .Some countries are
disclosing about environment in their annual reports about the steps taken to achieve
good environment.
Public participation is a welcome task which render costless service in

afforestation,

conservation of wild life, management of parks, improvement of sanitation& drainage
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system etc .In this respect voluntary organisations are also giving helping hand to
educate masses about harmful effects of environmental degradation& the benefit of
keeping the environment clean.
viii)

Participation on Global environmental efforts:-

All the countries of the world must participate international conventions and agreement
to protect environment .Every country is expected to follow the rules& regulations
formulated in the different conferences to protect environment, so that SD can be
achieved successfully.

4.7

INTERNATIONAL

EFFORTS

ON

SUSTAINABLE

DEVELOPMENT
Economists, environmentalists, industrialists and governments have put sharp attention
towards the relation between SD & environmental problems of the world. Their
concerns stem from the fear regarding the global sustainability of economic
development& business activity. Therefore, various international programmes targeted
for SD as follows:
ix)

World Conservation Strategy:

The International Union for Conservation of Nature & National Resources (IUCN), The
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), & The World Wide Fund FOR
Nature (WWF) developed a long range plan of world conservation strategy for
conserving the world’s biological resources. The plan was expanded & followed by”
Caring for the earth: A strategy for sustainable living” (IUCN/UNEP/WWF1991)
which included a set of principles & strategies of sustainable society based on practical
integration of environmental, social &economic concerns .The main goals were to
maintain ecological processes and life support system, to pressure species and generate
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diversity, to ensure the use of species &eco systems in a sustainable manner to improve
the quality of human life.

x)

World Commission on Environment& Development:

The UN established a commission, the world commission on environment and
development in 1983 frequently referred as Brundtland commission after the name of
G.H.Brundtland the head of commission and former prime minister of Norway. It
proposed a global agenda to address the world’s environmental problems & people’s
concern relating to living conditions, resources, population pressure, international trade,
education& health. The report defined SD as”development that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generation to meet their own needs”
(NCED1987).The concept of SD has three main dimensions: economic. Social
&environmental .Economic means the eradication of poverty through optimal &
efficient use of natural resources .The social aspect refers to a sustainable system based
on distributional equity, i.e. uplifting the welfare improving access to basic health and
education service, gender equity, political accountability and participation. It also
includes to the development of various cultures, diversity, pluralism& effective grass
root participation in decision making.
Too much importance was given to environmental aspect which is concerned with the
conservation & enhancement of the physical and biological resource base. It also gave
importance to avoid over exploitation of renewable and depletion of non renewable
resources. Environmental sustainability has main focus on maintenance of biological
diversity, atmospheric stability and eco system functions& services.
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United Nations Conference on Environment& Development(UNCED/Earth
Summit):-SD was a serious issue which was elaborately discussed in a series of UN – based
conference, UNCED was held in Rio de Janerio from 3rd June to 14th June in1992
where most of the heads of states and governments of various countries of the world
signed the framework convention on climate change and the convention on biological
diversity .The summit adopted Rio declaration and agenda21 for achieving SD in 21st
century. It reflects a global consensus and political commitment of the national and
international level on environment and development cooperation. It includes the
following:

Equal consideration of environment, society &economy for all



Intergenerational solidarity –consideration of the needs of future generations



Inter generational solidarity- consideration of the needs of the poor

xi)

The Rio Summit follow up:

The Rio Summit was followed up by several other conferences with a focus on SD: The
South Asia Cooperative Environment Programme(SACEP)September 1992 Colombo,
The SAARC Summit Dec 1992 Dhaka, The Global Conference on SD of Small Island
Developing States Barbados1994,The International Conference on Population and
Development Cairo 1994 ,The world Summit on Social Development& Cooperation
Copenhegen1995, The fourth world conference on women Beijing 1995,and the second
UN conference on Human Settlement Habitat 2 Istanbul 1996.All these conferences
had given importance to SD and raised considerable awareness& contributed much to
SD.
xii)

Commission on SD:(CSD)

CSD was created in December 1992 to ensure effective follow up of UNCED for the
proper implementation of Earth Summit agreements on SD at local, regional and
international levels. The CSD is a functional commission of the UN Economic & social
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council (ECOSOC) having 53 members. A review was taken in 1997 by the UN
General Assembly meeting in special session followed in2002 by a ten years review by
the Earth Summit held in Johannesburg South Africa from 24th August to 4th September
on SD .The issues of equity and common interests were taken up again. The summit
reaffirmed SD as a central element of international agenda and gave new impetus to
global action to fight poverty & protect the environment. The important linkages
between poverty, the environment & the use of natural resources were emphasised &
governments agreed to and reaffirmed a wide range of concrete commitments and
targets for action to achieve more effective implementation of SD objectives .One
important outcome was the establishment of a world solidarity fund to eradicate
poverty and to promote social and human development in the developing countries.It
was also decided to implement the objectives of SD by 2005.
xiii)

Global Environmental Monitoring and Assessment:

A number of multinational agreements & UNEP have been working in partnership with
various UN organisation to coordinate terrestrial oceanic & climate observing systems.
Not only SD have been made by UN organisations but also regional assessments of the
state environment have been assessed .e .g India” the state of environment-2001”
published by the UNEP in association with the ministry of Environment& forests &
Tata Energy Research Institute(TERI) examined the most serious environmental issues
and the impact of pollution, and hazardous wastes on human health(UNEP2001).
xiv)

Earth Summit 2012:

The UN conference on SD (UNCSD) also known as Rio 2012,R+20 or Earth summit
2012 was the third international conference on SD aimed at reconciling the economic
and environmental goals of the global community .Hosted by Brazil in Rio de Janeiro
from 13th to 22nd june2012, the 10 days mega summit, which culminated in a three day
high level UN conference included participation from 192 UN member states including
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57 heads of states and 31 heads of government private sectors companies, NGOs and
other groups .Discussion was made on three main objectives as
xv)

Securing renewed political commitment
a) Assessing

the

progress&

implementation

gaps

in

meeting

previous

commitments
b) Addressing new and emerging challenges
The participating governments renewed their political commitment to SD & declared
their commitment to the promotion of a sustainable future. Some outcomes include the
following


Supported the SD goals,(SDGs) asset of measurable targets aimed of promoting
SD globally



An attempt was made to share up the UNEP in order to make it leading global
environment authority by setting forth eight key recommendations including
strengthening its governance through universal membership, increasing in
financial resources and strengthening its engagement to key UN coordination
bodies.



Nations agreed to explore alternatives to GDP as a measure of wealth that takes
environment& social factors into account



Recognition that”fundamental changes in the way societies consume &Produce
are indispensable for achieving global SD.



The document calls the need to return ocean stocks to sustainable levels
urgent& calls on countries to develop& implement science based management
practices



All nations reaffirmed faith to phase out fossil fuel subsidies

The lack of commitments of advanced countries to the task of protecting environment is
clear that they did not even care to attend the summit .According to the Director
General of Centre for Science& Environment Smita Narain, the final outcome entitled”
The future We want” is a “weak & inconsequential in terms of the urgent actions
needed to manage a fast deteriorating global economy and the crisis of the ecology. The
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only gain of the conference has been that the principle of common but differentiated
responsibility. The right of development of poor nations- has been reaffirmed.”

4.8 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN INDIA: PERSPECTIVE &
STRATEGIES
Environmental Sustainability has been an integral part of Indian Economy which is
having a water tight compartment with sustainable development. Sustainable use of
nation resources has been expressed in Indian scripture more than three thousand years
ago & also reflected in our constitution, legislative & policy framework along with
international commitments. India has already focussed about increasing air and water
pollution, degradation of land & forests and loss of bio-diversity in almost all
international conferences organised for ecological balance in the world. The various
measures initiated environmental pollution by India includes the following.
-Stockholm declaration attended by late Prime Minister Indira Gandhi in 1972 and
supported the idea of Environmental Protection. Scriptures were
Sustainable Development is the intrinsic component of planning process in India. The
9TH Five Year Plan (1997-2002) recognised a close relationship between environment,
health & development and suggested for strong environmental sustainability principles
of Sustainable Development were followed in successive 10th Five Year Plan (20122017).It includes:


Poverty Reduction



School Education for all children



Reduction in Gender Gap



Control of Population Growth



Enhance the rate of Literacy



Mortality Rate reduction among infants



Increase in forest (Afforestation Programme)
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Drinking Water access to villages



Cleaning of most polluted rivers.



Setting of Dept of Environment in 1980 that was upgraded to a full-fledged
ministry



Environmental Protection act 1986



The national conservation strategies and policy statement or Environment &
Development 1992.



A signatory to convention on Biological Diversity (CBD)



Biological Diversity Act 2002 with national Biological Diversity Authority for
conservation of Biodiversity & sustainable use of its components & equitable
share of its benefits.



Setting up Ozone cell as declared in Montreal Protocol.



Ratification of UN Framework convention Climate Change (UNFCCC)

4.9 LET US SUM UP

Sustainable Development for economic growth emerged after the Second World War
because of post world war development efforts, because of persistence & worsening of
poverty and increase of material wealth. So that UN was very much worried and
decided to start World Commission on environment and development (WCED). The
main aim of the WCED is to maintain ecological balance with sustainable development
throughout the world .Then only sustainable development became the BUZZWORD
among the nations. The concept of sustainable development was advanced for the first
time in the Brundtland report of 1987. It gave importance to the link between
development and environmental problems and promotes the head for political &
economic changes locally, regionally and globally to tackle these problems. The
concept of sustainable development leads to new resources consumption strategies as
Conservation or reductions of excessive resources are recycling and reuse of material &
more use of renewable resources in place of non renewable resources.
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In this respect, Gandhi rightly opined that “Earth provides enough to satisfy every
ones need but not any ones greed”.
Different objectives were delineated to reduce degradation of environment with
sustainable development still some challenges were cropped up like poverty, political
instability, population growth etc in developing countries. Therefore some strategies
imperative were discussed like technology, population & conservations. So that that
types of problems can be solved by the developing countries.
In addition, some policies have been discussed about sustainable development such as
poverty reduction, property right, market based approach, economic incentive, trade
policy, public participation etc.
Economists, environmentalists, industrialists & Govt.s have put sharp attention towards
the relation between sustainable developments and environmental problems of the
world. It arises due to the fear of ecological imbalance in the world. Therefore, various
international programmes targeted for sustainable development. Those are World
Conservation Strategy, World Commission Environment & Development, United
Nations Conference in Environment & Development, Rio Summit etc.
All the issues were discussed vividly in different conferences attended by head of
states. One of those issues was equity and common sharing which was clearly
emphases in the earth Summit 2002 held in Johannesburg South Africa where the
nations of the world agreed upon to establish a world solidarity fund to eradicate
poverty and to promote social human development in the developing countries. So to
say sustainable development gathered a concern about this relationship between
resources use, population growth & technological development.
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Production & distribution of resources of food, energy & industry among the
developing & developed countries.



Uneven development & imbalances between the rich & the poor nations.



Environmental degradation & ecological disaster.

4.10 MODEL QUESTIONS
Q1. What do you mean by Sustainable Development?
Q2. What are the objectives of Sustainable Development?
Q3. Write down the challenge of Sustainable development?
Q4. Write down the Policies of Sustainable Development?
Q5. What is the Earth Summit report in 2012 hosted by Brazil in Rio de janaeiro?
Q6. Discuss the perspective & strategic taken by India to protect environment for
Sustainable Development

4.11 KEY WORDS
Sustainable

Development that meets the need of the present without

Development:

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs.

Strategy:

A plan of action designed to achieve a long –term or overall aim.

Preserving:

Maintain in its original or existing state.

Voluntary:

Acting of one’s own free will.

Impartial :

Biased
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4.12 ANSWERS TO MODEL QUESTIONS
Q1. See Page No-56 & 57
Q2. See Page No-57 & 58
Q3. See Page No- 60
Q4. Page No-62 to 64
Q5. Page No-67 & 68
Q6. Page No-68 & 69
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UNIT-5 CLIMATE CHANGE
Structure:
5.0 Learning Objectives
5.1 Introduction
5.2 Green House Effect & Global Warming
5.3 Impact of Climate change in Economy
5.4 Acid Rain
5.5 Ozone Layer Depletion
5.6 Externalities, Market Failure & Climate change
5.7 Global Level Efforts
5.8 Let us Sum up
5.9 Model Questions
5.10 Keywords
5.11 Answers to Model Questions
5.12 References
5.13 Text Book
5.14 Reference Books

5.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After going through this unit, learners will be able to understand


Green House Effect & Global Warming



Impact of Climate change in Economy



Acid Rain & Ozone Layer Depletion



Externalities, Market Failure & Climate change



Global Level Effort
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5.1 INTRODUCTION
Climate change is now a days a global crisis. Almost all countries of the world are
affected by climate change (i.e. global warming). Climate change is also termed as
global warming. Climate change refers to the rise in average surface temperature on
earth. Climate change means more extreme weather; extreme droughts, floods and
temperature extreme may exacerbate increasing land & food security challenges by
restricting global production of food, fibre, fuel and feed. The poor will be hardest hit
by climate change. An overwhelming scientific consensus maintains that climate
change is due primarily to the human use of fossil fuels which releases carbon dioxide
and other greenhouse gases to the air. The gases trap heat within the atmosphere which
can have a range effects on ecosystem, including rising sea levels, severe weather
events, droughts that render landscapes more susceptible to wildfires.
There is a broad based agreement among the scientists that climate change is real. The
US environmental protection agency, the national

Aeronautics

and space

administration& the national oceanic and Atmospheric Administration concur that
climate change is induced occurring and is almost certainly due to human activity.
The global and regions environmental problems are intensified. So the environmental
problems of global concern are as follows


Climate change is reflected in global warming



Pollution of the earth, soil, water & air resources.



ozone depletion



Over exploitation of our renewable resources for example deforestation or
decreasing wetlands



Depletion of the exhaustible resources of the world,



Disposal of human & toxic wastes into the areas of global commons.



Losses of bio diversity & damages the ecosystem



Sustainability of development & so on.
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These degradations have emerged due to careless and unattended situations oriented
towards personal gains, may be sometimes towards gains for individual countries, often
at the cost of the suffering of other people and areas not directly gaining from the
source activities.
Global Warming: (a part of climate change)
It means change in the surface temperature of the earth and related changes in the
geographical distribution and chemical quality of rainfall perceived to have been caused
by trapped heat in the atmosphere. Consequently upon rising concentration &
accumulation of the so called greenhouse gases (GHGs). Major contributories of the
GHGs are carbon dioxide, methane, chlorofluorocarbon (CCFCs), nitrogen oxide,
ozone and water vapour.
The consequences of global warming affect upon the decrease in forest biomass,
decrease in agricultural production, damage occur from rising sea levels, when global
mean temperature goes up by range of between 3.6° to 4.1°F it affects forest and
agricultural production. There will be further rise in the sea level between 30 to 100
centigrade leading to acute aggravation of already jeopardised common assets of the
world over atmosphere and environment. Almost all countries are affected in the world
equally.
This genesis lies due to explosive rise in the energy demand through the last two
centuries. The main reasons have been the rise in the consumption of fossil fuels (coal,
oil & natural gas). The main reason of consumption of fossil fuel is the galloping rise in
population & technological progress replacing wood as the major source of fuel very
rapidly. This replacement is significant on two counts.
First, it producers more carbon dioxide & second, It led to fast depleting exhaustible
resources such as coal, hydrocarbons and natural gas in order to meet the fast rising
demand of increasing population.
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The problem is also interlinked with International trade. Trade factors lead to dynamic
comparative advantage determined by technological competition among firms of
different countries. This competition leads to energy intensive which will produce
GHGs and CFCs as by products more and more.

5.2 GREEN HOUSE EFFECT & GLOBAL WARMING
The Green House Effect is a process that occurs when earth’s atmosphere traps infrared
radiation or heat. Gases that cause the Green House Effects are- water vapour, CO2,
methane& nitrous oxide that keep the earth habitable. But human activity is increasing
the concentration of these and other gases. For example the industrial. Compounds
known as chlorofluorocarbon (CFCs), the trend if continues, is expected to lead to
global climate change with uncertain having long term effects.
Intergovernmental panel for climate change (IPCC) indicates that global mean
temperature have risen 30C to 60C during last 130 years. It is an average calculation of
temperature records covering the last 130 years. The proof of temperature hike can be
known from the rapid melting of glaciers outside the polar zone over the last 30 years
and a decrease in snow cover in some areas. Glaciologists believe that tropical glaciers
& icecaps being particularly sensitive to climate change, may serve as a barometer for
global warming. They are alarmed by the rapid recession ice masses in parts of Asia,
Africa & South America.
IPCC reports indicate that the humidity levels in the tropic zone have gone up since
1960s. According to the scientists rise in humidity will make heat transfer from the
atmosphere to ice and thus hartening melting. So that sea surface temperatures grow
warmer and evaporation increases. Therefore we can define greenhouse effect as the
difference between the earth’s surface temperature and the radiative temperature. If no
greenhouse is present on the earth, the average temperature of the world would be low
nearly to (-) 190C well below the freezing point of water. Therefore no life is possible.
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But due to greenhouse effect, the temperature of earth remains nearby to the 150C
which sustains the life comfortably.
We can say Green House effect is one of the vital elements of our life. But too good of
a thing is bad or have the opposite effect. Due to excessive global warming it is
estimated that there will be 1.50C to 4.50C rise in temperature before the next middle of
the century. Green House gases trap heat within the earth’s atmosphere and are
contributing to global warming. This leads to the emission of carbon dioxide and their
affect on the global climate change.

5.3 IMPACT OF CLIMATE CHANGE IN ECONOMY
Climate change effects will impose significant additional stress on ecological & socioeconomic systems but currently these systems are burdened by pollution, natural
resources sacrifices & other unsustainable practices.
Technologically advanced countries are well prepared to respond climate change
particulars by developing and establishing suitable policy to deal with the
consequences. But developing countries are hard hit by climate change because they are
not having enough and sound technologies or scientific development to deal with this
impact.
For example, developing country like India climate change is an additional burden to
shoulder because ecological & socio economic systems are being pressurized due to
rapid population growth, industrialization & economic development. India’s climate
could become warmer under conditions of increased atmospheric carbon dioxide. This
average temperature is predicted to be in the range of 2.33 degree to 4.78 degree with
the doubling in CO2 concentrations (IPCC 1988). The following sections provide an
overview impact of climate change in various sectors.
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Agriculture & Food
Agricultural production has direct link with climate change & weather. It is widely
studied sector in the context of climate change. There are two ways to affect food
production through climate change. One is direct and other is indirect. Direct effect is
occurred through temperature, water balance and atmospheric composition as well as
extreme weather events. Indirect problems arise through frequently or severity of pest
& disease outbreak, incidence of fire &soil properties. These direct & indirect effects
on agriculture system will not only respond to climate change but through fluctuating
yields. So that both have negative impact on production & distribution. In addition,
warmer temperature could cause the growing cycle of many plants to accelerate,
allowing less time for plant development before maturity. Increased rainfall intensity
could increase soil erosion in some areas whereas other region could be affected by
drought.
The socio economic impacts associated with the above physical impact on crops will be
influenced by the interaction between producer & consumer behaviour as well as the
possible adaption that farmers could undertake in response to climate change.
Agriculture and allied activities contribute the single largest component of Indian
Economy. It contributes nearly 25% of the total gross domestic product (GDP) in the
year 2003- 2004.Agricultural activities continue to depend upon weather condition of
the country. A few studies on the impact in agriculture have been reported for India in
the IPCC third assessment report (IPCC 2000) that there is decrease in rice yields by
3% to 10% under the scenario of 1.50 degree C rise in temperature. Most of the recent
studies found that agriculture is worst affected by climate change in developing
countries. Unchecked Climate changes over long term will lead to mass migration,
political disruption, economic chaos and agricultural imbalances.
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ForestClimate is an important determinant of the geographical distribution, composition &
productivity of forest. Factors like species and age of trees & quality of forest
management are being affected by climate change. Climate change over forestry turn to
have profound implications for traditional livelihood, industry, biodiversity, soil &
water resources and these will change the agricultural productivity.
Ravindra nath N H &Sukumar R(1998) studied the impacts of climate change scenario
on tropical forest in India. Their study dealt with green house gas forcing and
incorporating the effects on sulphate aerosols. First scenario associated with increased
temperature and rainfall could result in increased productivity and second scenario
involved in increased temperature and a decreased precipitation could have adverse
effect of forests.
Aquatic Ecosystem:
It includes lakes & streams, non tidal wetlands, coastal areas & oceans. Temperature
increased caused by climate change may affect geographical distribution of species, the
productivity of organism in ecosystem & mixing priorities of lakes. Most favourable
effects of warming will be felt at high latitude, where biological productivity and
species diversity are likely to increase. Most significant negative effect will be
experienced by cold or cool water species in low latitudes where extinction is likely to
increase and biodiversity will decline.
Economically and ecologically important coastal ecosystems are significantly
developed from climate change effects which are sea level rise, change in atmospheric
temperature and variation in rainfall patterns. And many valuable economic &
ecological factors including tourism, fisheries, storm and flood water protection and
biodiversity would be threatened by climate change.
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The greatest impact of climate change on many aquatic ecosystems would be the
exacerbation of already existing stresses resulting from human activity. Over the past
few decades coastal, wetlands, salt water areas and mangroves systems have
disappeared at a rate of 0.5% to 1.5% per year in some regions. Temperate changes and
sea level rise will accelerate these trends.
Water Resources:
Impact estimation of water resources is complex because of the interaction of various
climate as well as non climate factors. Hydrological model show that water availability
could vary widely among nations and within nations. Exports also not able to project
whether water supply system will advance sufficiently to counteract the anticipated
negative impact of climate changes & increased demand. Some of the factors such as
vegetation, projected water demand & population complicate to assess the impact of
climate change on water resources. Some regions may benefit but climate change could
in many areas put considerable stress on water supply as a result of changes in the
timing, regional pattern and intensity of precipitation events. Higher temperature areas
will lead to change in evapotranspitations, soil moisture and infiltration conditions. In
areas/or periods where precipitation decline or does not raise enough to compensate for
higher evapotranspitations from warmer temperature, the widening gap would reduce
soil moisture, water level & flows. In coastal areas, salt water intrusion could affect
current fresh water resources. At the same time, demand for water would tend to rise
with warming because of increased needs for irrigation and for cooling thermal power
production because of higher residential demand.
The impact of climate change on water resources will affect human wellbeing to
various digress depending on how country specific water management methods can
accommodate such changes. Developed countries with better water management
system will be dealing with consequences of climate change, at the same time poor
countries are more dependent on seasonal rainfall will be more vulnerable.
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Impact on Health
The quality of life depends on climate. So climate change would affect human amenity.
Sometimes warm climate is generally preferred over cool climate. But if the warming
were beyond optimal temperature it would have adverse effects. The vulnerability of
human health depends on function of causative factors. But these factors depend on
nutrition status population health and health infrastructure. These factors are relatively
poor in developing countries, so that health impact due to climate change in these
countries are expected to be more adverse.
One of the major direct health impacts of climate change would be an increase in heart
related death and illness (primarily from cardio respiratory failure). Different studies
have shown that heart related death could increase because of climate change. At the
same time deaths due to cold weather conditions would decrease as a result of global
warning.
These indirect effect of climate change would expansion of the area under the influence
of the malaria mosquito, these lead to increased global population exposed to malaria
from current 45% to 60% by the latter half of the next century.
Increase the heart related diseases (asthma, allergic disorder& cardio respiratory) would
probably also occur due to climate induced changes.
Based on studies in US clne (1992) and Fankhause (1995) have estimated that climate
change would increase mortality rate by about 27-40 persons per million populations.
African countries are fully vulnerable to climate change because most of the countries
are poor and low level of health standard.
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Migration:
Shoreline erosion, river and coastal flooding and severe drought could displace million
of people. An accelerated decline in soil quality could also induce additional migration.
It is estimated that 1.5% of total world population in 2050 will be refugees. As a result
of climate change.
Sea Level Rise:
The rise in the sea level is the major impact of global warming after the temperature
changes due to climate change. Sea level may rise due to two reasons. a) Thermal
expansion of sea level & b) melting of snow and ice of arctic regions. The global
average sea level has already increased by 10 to 25 cm during the past century. Based
on the model calculation IPCC estimates a mean value of sea level rise by 46cm.at the
time of 2100. This rise is 2 to 5 time greater than rise experienced over the past 100
years. This will bring disastrous effect on the low lying coastal areas of the world. At
present rate of one cm/year sinking of land, the days are not far away that countries like
Bangladesh, Indonesia, and Malaysia will get submerged.
Water & Air pollution
Climate change causes large damage to water & creates air pollution. A higher water
temperature may affect water quality through reduction in the level of dissolved
oxygen. A warmer climate could aggravate some urban pollution problems.
Eco system & Natural Habitats:
Human society depends upon goods and services provided by the terrestrial and aquatic
eco-system .The global climate change will lead to a reduction in the goods & services
that ecosystem provides as well as decline in genetic & species diversity. Mean annual
temperature and precipitation can be correlated with the distribution of biological
habitats throughout the world. Fluctuation in temperature & precipitation caused by
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climate changes affect the geographical distribution of biological habitats. Such
changes will vary among the animals and species of the plants. Some of the species will
be able to migrate or adopt, those who cannot adopt quickly enough may become
extinct.
Pearce (1993) & Fankhanser.(1995) estimated the total costs of species & habitat loss
(in money terms) from climate change to be about $40 billion US dollar per annum for
the whole world. One third of the loss is expected from the developing countries.

5.4 ACID RAIN
Acid Rain is an invisible threat. Acid rain is the main diluted acids which are formed in
the atmosphere. Oxides of sulphur & nitrogen are two important pollutant of air. These
oxides are produced by combustion of fossil fuel, smelters, power plants, automobiles
exhausts, domestic fire.etc. These oxides are swept up into the atmosphere and can
travel thousands of kilometres. Acid rain formed when the oxides of sulphur and
nitrogen combine together with atmospheric moister& they get transformed into
sulphuric & nitric acids. The longer they stay in the atmosphere the more likely they are
to be oxidised into acid. Sulphuric acid and nitric acid are the two main acids, which
they dissolve in the water in the atmosphere and fall to the ground as acid rain or may
remain in atmosphere in clouds & fogs. In 1853 acid rain was observed and in 1872
Robert A. Smith coined the term acid rain and showed the relationship between
atmospheric pollution &acid rain in England but scientists started extensively studying
and observing the occurrence of this phenomenon during late 1960s.
Acidification of environment is a man made phenomena. It is a cocktail of H2SO4 &
HNO3 and the rate of the two may vary depending on the quantities of oxides of
sulphur and nitrogen emitted.
On an average, 60-70 percent of the acidity is described to H2SO4 & 30-40% of the
acidity to HNO3.The acid rain problem has dramatically increased due to
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industrialisation that is burning of fossil fuel for power generation contributes to
almost 60-70% of total SO2 emitted globally. Acid rains have assumed global
ecological problems because oxides travel a long distance and during their journey in
atmosphere they may undergo physical and chemical transformation to produce more
hazardous products.
Effects of Acid Rain
Acid rain creates complex problems and their impacts are far reaching .It may affect the
storage function of the soil. It will greatly accelerate the breaking of the bonds of
nutrients like calcium and magnesium and this reduces the mineral stores in soils. It
also affects land flora and fauna, causes acidification of lakes and streams thus
affecting aquatic life. It affects crop productivity & human health.
Acid rain has adverse effect on vegetation. It may affect young growing tissues & the
process of photosynthesis. Development power is diminishing, deforestation occurs,
vitality is sapped & chances of survival are lessened. There is significant reduction in
carbohydrate production after being exposed to acid. This will affect the plants and
seeds, fruits, roots etc.
Besides these they also corrode buildings, monuments, statues, bridge fences.etc.
British Parliament building suffered damages due to H2SO4 rains. Due to acidity level
of heavy metals as aluminium, manganese, zinc, cadmium, lead and copper in water
increase beyond the safe limit over 10,000 lakes in Sweden have become acidified
Thousands of lake in USA, Canada, Norway have become unproductive due to acidity.
Fish population has decreased tremendously So the lakes which are affected by acid
become fish graveyards.
The ecological balance has been disrupted by acidification where bacteria and blue
green algae are being killed. In Germany 18 million acres of forest are critically
affected by acid rains. Forests in many European countries are damaged due to acid
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rain. Damage occurs due to calcium, magnesium, potassium have been leaked away
from soil by acids.
Though acidity of rain water is yet to be adequately monitored, developing countries
like ours may soon have to face the acid rain problem. It is fast spreading to developing
countries where soils are more vulnerable than of Europe.
The heavy metals released by acid rain present a potential threat to human health.It
causes respiratory problems such as eyes, nose and throat irritations. It also affects the
lungs & skin.
Measures to control Acid Rain


The alternatives may be searched for fossil fuel.



Energy conservation is necessary so that it results to reduce fuel consumption.



The aquatic bodies and farmlands should be periodically lined to neutralise the
acidity due to acid rain.



The leakage or discharge of chlorine should be stopped.



The scrubbers should be used to reduce the emissions of sulphur contents during
coal burning



General public awareness should be created regarding the ill effects of acid rain.
The consequences of acid rain create panic in the future world. With oil in short
supply the rush is towards the exploitation of coal reserves which all emit more
of acid to the atmosphere. With more industries and more automobiles on the
road every day, the emission of sulphur and nitrate is likely to increase in future.
Therefore, it is urgent need for proper regular monitoring to provide timely
warning about acidification of our environment.

Market failure with regard to acid rain:
External costs due to acid rain are the one of the important source of market failure.
Acid rain arises from oxide emissions caused by the thermal generation of electricity in
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power plants by burning coal & oil. Industry will decline to go through short run
marginal& average costs. Therefore, large scale production reduces unit production
costs and is considered more efficient. Firm will charge prices based on average cost of
production & not on .long run marginal costs which would be more efficient and also
higher. Here higher electricity prices should result in lower consumption which in turn
means a reduction in the quantities of fuel used, and hence less acid rain and an
improvement in environment quality. The reason of market failure is ignorance about
the cost of pollution and its abatement and sometimes about alternative production
methods involving less pollution.
It is difficult to find out an easy solution to solve the pollution problem within the
market. A more efficient pricing structure for outputs of polluting firms and an attempt
to provide more and better information regarding the cost of environmental damage
would definitely improve conditions.

5.5 OZONE LAYER DEPLETION
Depletion of ozone layer is another most fearful aspect of pollution of the stratosphere.
It is universally accepted that the ozone layer in stratosphere protects us from harmful
ultraviolet (UV) radiation from sun. This ozone layer sustains life on the earth by
absorbing a great deal of UV light radiating out of sun. If all of this light falls over the
earth surface without being absorbed by the ozone layer, it will cause sun burn and will
lead to death. The depletion of this O3 layer by human activities may have serious
implication and this has become a subject of much concern over the last few years.
Ozone is formed in the troposphere through chemical reactions involving certain
pollutants (SO2, NO2 aldehydes) on absorption of UV radiations. This troposphere zone
is now regarded as potential danger to human health & crop growth. This ozone is also
known as bad ozone. Early 1960s scientists established that an ozone hole has occurred
in the stratosphere ozone layer over Antarctica.
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Ozone is a pale blue gas mainly present in the stratosphere in the form of a layer known
as ozonosphere. It acts as an absorbent of all harmful radiant coming from the sun &
space and hence behaves as a protective umbrella for the living organism on earth. All
the dangerous UV rays and cosmic rays will enter into the atmosphere and cause
damage to living organisms if there will not be ozone layer. Ozone in ozone layer is
formed by the absorption of certain radiation in the upper atmosphere by oxygen. Due
to such an absorption atmospheric oxygen gets dissociated and subsequently countries
with molecular oxygen of upper atmosphere, thereby producing ozone.
Effect of Ozone Layer Depletion:

Ozone layer is located 30 km above the surface of the earth. It acts as a shield against
the lethal ultraviolet rays of the sun. If these rays penetrate the ozone layer life would
not be possible on earth.
Let us discuss about the other harmful effects


Increased in solar UV radiation adversely affects a number of biological
systems. Magnitude of effects of enhanced levels of UV-B may vary among
spices and cultivators. Sensitive plants often show reduced photosynthesis,
growth, flowering & yield.



Depletion of ozone layer creates many skin related diseases, melanoma, a
particular type skin cancer is being reported in many parts of the world.



It reduces the crop productivity.



It creates eye cancer in the animals.



Depletion of ozone layer leads to loss of various plants from terrestrial and
aquatic habitats.



UV radiation may cause greenhouse effect.



Ozone enters the body during breathing & thus causing lung disorders in human
beings.
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UV radiation causes blood vessels near the skin’s surface to carry more blood,
making the sun hot swollen or causing sunburns.

Measures to protect Ozone layer depletion
The following are some measures to tackle these problems


There should be plastic ban throughout the world.



The production & use of CFCs should be banned.



The use of CFCs in aerosol, spray cans, egg crates etc should be banned and
their substitutes should be used.



New technologies should be adopted to recapture the CFCs released from the air
conditioners and refrigerators.

5.6

EXTERNALITIES,

MARKET

FAILURE

&

CLIMATE

CHANGE
Economic system proceeds with the assumption that both consumer and producer are
rational. Economic rationality in consumption means that the consumption of goods is
carried up to a point where the value placed as an additional unit is just equal to the
price. In the field of the production, it is assumed that firms maximize profit (implying
that they minimize the cost. Competition of firms forces them to sale the product which
will be equal to marginal cost (P=MC) of production. In the entire analysis of
production and consumption, the effects of the decision of consumer and producers as
the economic agents are completely ignored.
However there are many situations in which some of the benefits or costs associated
with the production or consumption of a good “spill over” on to third parties (i.e. other
than buyer and seller).Such spill overs are known as externalities. Environmental
degradation due to climate change is a clear case of externalities. For example, A
factory is located near the bank of a river this factory dumps its chemical wastes into
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river, killing some of the fishes downstream and creating problems for the people
seeking unable water supply from the river. So the health hazard of the people those
who are using water from the river where chemical wastes are dumped by the industry.
Will vary. In case of petroleum refineries, pollution will come out and mix up with the
air. So here air will be polluted and people living near the refinery suffer from
respiratory problems & many other diseases. The important observation of externalities
is that they are not compensated or controlled through the operation of the market. In
such case polluter does not know that his activities are leading to environmental
degradation. At time sometimes he will not bother about the effect of his activities on
the environment. More often the later is the case on as in the pursuit of private profit;
here it leads to unmindful environmental destruction like deforestation, indiscriminate
use of chemical inputs to increase agricultural production etc.
It is clear from the above analysis that the existence of externalities leads to difference
between private cost and social cost. For example, cost of pollution is not included in
private cost rather they are very much a part of social cost. When the factory pollutes
the air and water, it does not include the cost of pollution in its cost of production but
the community does have to bear the cost in some way or other. Therefore social cost
here is greater than private cost. Externalities would therefore create a divergence
between private cost & social cost. Since market prices take into account only private
costs and benefits and act social costs & benefits, they provide misleading information
for an optimal allocation of resources. This indicates that the existence of externalities
(in the form of environmental degradation) would lead to market failure.
According to World Development report, market failure occurs in markets frequently
do not accurately reflect social value of environment due to climate change.
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The main methods to solve the problems of externalities are


Govt imposed taxes



Defining and establishing the property right



Selling or auctioning of rights to create an externality & Direct government
regulation

Solutions of the problems of externalities are known as internalization of externalities.

5.7 GLOBAL LEVEL EFFORTS
The rapid increase in the production of pollutants, particularly by the industrial units
has created problems of concentration of a number of green house & ozone depletion
gases. The result has been global warming and damage to the ozone layer. In this
context the main responsible countries are the industrially developed countries of the
world. The following lines are able to clarify


With just 16% of world population, high income countries accounted for
49.75% (or half) of carbon dioxide emission in 2005.Low income countries
accounted for 15% of world population contributed to only2.7% of carbon
dioxide emissions.



As far as non carbon emission (here methane &nitrous oxide) are concerned,
high income countries accounted for 28% of these emission in 2005 while the
share of low income countries was only13%



USA alone accounted for 23.6% of carbon dioxide emission in 2005.



In addition to USA, many other developed countries like Australia, Canada,
Germany, Japan, United Kingdom & France have also been major polluters. In
fact the per capita emission of carbon dioxide in Canada was as high as 12.1
metric tonnes in 2005 which was more than 15 times the per-capita emission in
India.
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In these developing countries, the only major polluter is China. In fact, with the rapid
economic growth registered by the Chinese economy during recent period, its carbon
dioxide emissions have grown alarmingly from 2211 million metric tonnes in 1990 to
as high as 5060 million metric tonnes in 2005 and further to 9700 million metric tonnes
in 2011. So to say China is the largest polluter in the world in terms of carbon dioxide
emissions. China’s share in total carbon dioxide emission in 2011 was as high as 29%
which USA share was 16.2%. However because of the large population of china its percapita emission of carbon dioxide continues to be lower than USA-it was 7.2 metric
tonnes in 2011 as against 17.3 metric tonnes in USA.
Therefore now-a-days the developed & developing countries are facing crucial
problems regarding the depletion of green house gas and destruction of the ozone layer.
Scientist has already shown the damaging effects of enhanced UV-B radiation resulting
from possible destruction of the stratosphere ozone layer by CFCs, nitrous oxide etch
during the last 15 years. In 1981, the governing council of UN set up a working group
to prepare a global framework convention for the protection of ozone layer depletion.
Finally the convention for its protection was set up in Vienna in 1983. Different nation
of the world agreed to take appropriate steps to protect human health & the
environment against adverse effects resulting or likely to result from human activities
which modify or likely to modify the ozone layer.
Montreal Protocol
In September 1987, an agreement was reached on specific measures to be taken and the
Montreal protocol on substances that deplete the ozone layer was signed.
The recommendations of the agreements are


Phasing out of ozone depleting substances



Limit the production and use of ozone depleting substances
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Implementing the strategy of alternative substitutes use to CFCs in UDCs &
DCs

At meetings in London (1990), Copenhagen (1992), & Vienna (1995) amendments
were approved to accelerate the phase out schedule & voluntary measures to reduce
emission of ozone depleting substances.
Convention on Climate Change(1992)
The aim of the convention on climate change was to stabilise the growth of green house
gases in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous interference with
climate system.
The convention recognised that countries had sovereign rights to exploit their
resources, provided that this was done on a sustainable basis & does not damage the
environment of other countries. It also called on developed countries to stabilise
emission of carbon dioxide by the year2000 at 1990 levels and thereafter progressively
reduce emissions.
The second convention of climate change was held in the year 1995 and importance
was also given to stabilise the quantity of green house gases in the atmosphere so that
environment will not affect the health of the human being & other species also.
Kyoto Protocol (1997)
In December 1997 the climate change convention was held in Kyoto Japan to decide
the targets and time schedule for reducing green house gas emissions. Most countries
joined as international treaty. The United Nations framework convention on climate
change (UNFCCC) to consider what could be done to reduce global warming and to
cope with whatever temperature increases are inevitable. Almost all the industrially
developed countries are agreed to reduce worldwide emission of green house gases by
an average of 5% below their 1990.level with in the period from 2008 to 2012.
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It stipulates quotas on the reduction in gas emission by countries as follows. 8% for
European Union 7% for USA, 6% for Canada and Japan& zero for Russia & New
Zealand.
The protocol’s implementation from Feb 2005 means that 35 industrially developed
countries and European Union are legally bound to reduce their combined emission of
six major green house gases during period 2008 to 2012 to below 1990 level.


The clean development mechanism (CDM) gets a major boost. The CDM
encourages investment in developing projects that promote sustainable
development while limiting emissions.



The protocol’s Adaption Fund (PAF) established in 2001 can become
operational to assist developing countries to cope with negative effects of
climate change.

Kyoto Protocol brought a powerful relation between northern and southern countries. In
particular, it specified North South transfer of ecologically sound technologies; new
and additional

funding for capacity building and support for adoption to climate

change in UDCs threatened more by climate change than their northern counter parts.
Thus the protocol established a new obligation on the highly industrialized developed
countries to help less developed countries to achieve sustainable development.
Bali Summit
A 15 days UN climate change conference was held at Bali Indonesia in December 2007
under the auspicious of the UNFCCC which was attended by more than 10,000 people
from delegations representing over 190 countries. Three fold discussions was made in
the summit
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Launch negotiations on climate change deal for the post-2012 period when the
period of current commitment under the Kyoto protocol expires.



Set the agenda for these negotiations



Reach agreement on when these negotiations will have to be concluded.

The countries agreed to launch negotiations on a new part to fight global warming
where USA disagreed to adopt on the vary last day which became a historic
breakthrough. The Bali meeting approved a road map for two years of talks to adopt a
new treaty to succeed the Kyoto Protocol beyond 2009, widening its to USA and
developing nations such as China & India. The road map started that the developing
countries will be urged to take measureable and verifiable action for

tackling

emissions.
Copenhagen Conference leaders from 192 member nations of the UN met ever a 12 day
period from 7th December 2009 to 18th December 2009 at Copenhagen Denmark to
sign a legally binding agreement setting targets & deadlines for managing emission of
green house gases.
Cancun Climate Change Conference
The Conference of Parties (COP) 16 of the UNFCC held over the period Nov 29, 2010
to Dec 10, 2010 at Cancun, Mexico agreed a long term Cooperative Action (LCA),
LCA is set on a principles of common but differentiated responsibilities of the
contracting parties of UNFCCC. These principles require advanced nations to bear the
burden of adjustment for ushering .in a new low carbon economy. The developed
countries are requested to vacate some “carbon space” in the atmosphere which would
be needed by the developing countries to pursue their development. In this conference
international consultations and analysis (ICA) has been put forth aiming for
transparency of mitigation action and their effects through analysis by technical experts
in consultation with the party concerned..COP 16 also decided to establish a Green
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Climate Fund (GCF) to provide long term financing to poor countries to enable them to
adapt to climate impacts.
Durban Climate Change Conference
The 17th Conference of Parties (cop) of the UNFCCC attended by 195 countries was
held from Nov 28 to Dec 11, 2011 in Durban South Africa. The main focus of the
conference was to secure a global climate agreement as the Kyoto Protocol’s first
commitment period (2008-12) was about to end. It was also expected to focus as
finalizing at least some of the “Cancun Agreement” reached at the 2010 conference
such as “ cooperation on clean technology” as well as forest protection, adaption to
climate impacts and finance.


The promised transfer of funds from rich countries to poor in order to help them
to protect their forests, adapt to climate impact and green their economies. In
addition to this platform led to agreement on a management framework for
future Green Climate Fund (GCF). The fund is to distribute $ 100 billion per
year to help poor countries adapt to climate impacts.

Doha Climate Change Conference
he 18th Conference of Parties (COP) of the (UNFCCC) attended by around 200 nations
was held from 26th Nov 2012 to 8th Dec 2012 at Doha, Qatar. The conference made a
minimal and marginal progress and it is easy to view the results as depressing. The only
outcome of Doha Climate Gateway agreed to the extension of Kyoto protocol (which
was due to expire at the end of 2012) by another eight years i.e. up to 2020. The
countries that have agreed to reduce their GHG emissions by 5% over the 1990 levels
in the first commitment period (2008-12) have not made commitments to reduce their
overall emissions of such gases by at least 18% measured from the same period.
However Japan, Russia, Canada three of the world’s highest emitters of the carbon
based green house gases have walked out of the agreement. The USA (the world’s
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largest emitter some years ago and presently 2nd largest emitter after China) in any case
never ratified the Kyoto protocol and vows not to do so in its extended phase either
.The European Union was committed to the Kyoto protocol seriously and genuinely
tried to climate change mitigation. It may also he pointed out here that the commitment
to reduce GHG emissions by 18% by 2020 from 1990 level is much less than 25-40%
required to restrict global temperature rise to 2 degree Celsius.
Another important component of the Doha climate Gateway is the decision to adopt a
universal climate change agreement covering all countries from 2020 by the year 2015.
So that it shows a road map for emissions reduction in the past 2020 period.
Climate change conference (COP 26) – The COP 26 UN climate change conference
hosted by the UK in partnership with Italy which took place from 31st Oct 2021 to 21
Nov 2021 in Glasgow, UK.
The UN Climate change conference brought together 120 world leaders & other 40
registered participants, participating countries reaffirmed the Paris Agreement goal of
limiting the increase in global average temperature to well below 20C above preindustrial levels and pursuing efforts to limit it to 1.50C.


Decision regarding phase down of coal power and phase out of inefficient fossil
fuel subsidises. These two issues have

not been

explicitly mentioned in

decisions of UN climate talk before, despite coal, oil & gas being the main
drivers of global warming.
Developed countries came to Glasgow meet falling short on their promise to deliver
100 billion US$ a year for developing countries. Voicing regret the Glasgow outcome
reaffirms the pledge and urges developed countries to fully deliver on the US $ 100
billion goal urgently. Developed countries in a report expressed confidence that the
target would be met in 2023.
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The Glasgow pact calls for a doubling of finance to support developing countries in
adapting to the impacts of climate change and building resilience. This would not
provide all the funding that poor countries need , but it would significantly increase
finance for protecting lives & livelihood which so far made up only about 25% of all
climate finance (75% going towards green technologies to mitigate green house gas
emissions).
Conclusions:
The effect of global climate change could be potentially serious over the next century
so that there will be danger of flood & droughts inundation of coastal areas, high
temperature areas, fires outbreaks of pests and diseases, significant danger of ecosystem & threat to agricultural production. Climate change will also pose a major risk
to human health and safety, especially among poorer communities with high population
densities in areas like river basins and low lying coastal areas, which are vulnerable
natural hazards such as storms, flood and droughts. The world’s

leading experts

working under the aegis of the IPCC have recently concluded that increases in global
mean surface temperature during the past century are unlikely to have been caused
entirely by natural effects and that changes in

both average temperature and

geographic, seasonal and vertical patterns of temperature indicate the influence of
human actions on global climate.

5.8 LET US SUM UP
Climate change is nowadays a global crisis. Almost all countries of the world are worst
affected. It indicates the rise in average surface temperature on earth. The effect of
climate change in the world is due to human activities i.e. more use of fossil fuel, which
releases carbon dioxide & other green house gases to the air. So that world is facing
severe weather condition such as flood, drought etc. So many international
organizations have accused the human activities about the global warning.
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So that climate change will pollute earth’s soil, water and air, ozone layer depletion,
there will be over exploitation of our renewable resources etc.
The consequences of global warning will be on the economic conditions of developed
& developing countries. There will be green house effect in the world. It occurs when
earth’s atmosphere traps infrared radiation or heat. Gases which cause the greenhouse
effect are water vapour, carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide. All these support
for the habitable condition to people on earth. But excess is very bad. So that there is
global climate change in the world. As per the report of IPCC the humidity levels in the
tropic zone has gone up since 1960s that will create problems in the ice zone.
Climate change effects will impose significant additional stress on socio-economic
system the effects upon food & agriculture, forest, aquatic ecosystem water resources,
health, migration, sea level , ecosystem & natural habitants have discussed detailed here
about the worst impact of global warming. Not only economic activities are affected
but also acid rain occurs which are formed in the atmosphere. The acid rain also affects
environment and have had impact on the live and livelihood.
Ozone layer depletion is another most fearful aspect of pollution of the stratospheric
ozone layers protects us from ultraviolet ray’s radiation out of sun. If all of these light
fall over the earth it will cause sunburn & ultimate result is death, ozone layers protects
our lives. It is just 30km away from the surface of the earth. Depletion of ozone layer
creates many problems like skin related diseases, reduces productivity, create eye
cancer etc.
Global warming creates externalities, market failure. It means due to climate change
third parties are worst affected due to externalities. It has been discussed clearly in
externalities, market failure & climate change.
Almost all countries are concerned about their global warming then all countries have
faced the green house gases problem & depletion of ozone layers. It is seen that almost
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developed countries are creating much problems about global warming.

World

conferences were held to control global warming. Such conferences are Montreal
Protocol, Copenhagen conference, Durban climate change conference, Doha Climate
change conference etc. In all these conferences, different laws and protocols were there
to check global warning.

And developed countries

decided to provide financial

support to developing countries and control global warning. Now it is the duty &
responsibility of the all nations to protect the world from global warning.

5.9 MODEL QUESTIONS

Q1. What do you mean by Climate Change?
Q2. What do you mean by Green House Gases?
Q3. What are the major contributors of GHGs?
Q4. What is Ozone Layer Depletion? Explain the effects of Ozone Layer Depletion.
Suggests some measures to protect it?
Q5. Give a note on the effect of climate change on Agriculture & Forest?
Q6. What are the pollutants of Acid Rain?
Q7. What are the specific measures taken on Montreal Protocols?
Q8. Discuss the agreements made in Doha Climate change conference?

5.10 KEYWORDS

Global Warming:

The increase in the temperature of the earth’s
atmosphere, caused by the increase of certain gases.

Susceptible:

Easily influenced, damaged or affected by somebody
/something

Wetland:

An area of land that is always wet.

Vegetation:

Plants that are found in a particular place.

Infrared:

Light that is produced by hot objects but cannot be seen.
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5.11 ANSWERS TO MODEL QUESTIONS

Q1.See Page No- 76 to 78
Q2. See Page No-78
Q3. See Page No-78
Q4. See Page No-88 to 89
Q5. See Page No-80
Q6. See Page No-85-88
Q7. See Page No-93
Q8. See Page No-97
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